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VOTING ON BOOZE.
and threatened to spread iver
Denver, April 1. A. saloon question
the railroad tracks on the levee.
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';'-- ;
ished at .former elections.
them. ';
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THAT MUCH
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AND NORTH.
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holding intact this afternoon, the
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road tracks and it was believed It ZAPATA IS MAKING TROUBLE NOT FONO OF REAL ESTATE PATERS0N IS MUCH EXCITED decision of the court of appeals
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was only a question of a few hours
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that the prohibition forces had caruntil it would flood this section. The
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considers further preventive measCHANGE LEGISLATION.
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THE STREAM.
Greenfield levee on the Missouri
and dropped from n. height of G"0 feet j
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EXPECTEDFROM

G010HCK

Give a Mild Laxative Occasionally to
Insure Regular Bowel
Action

WILSON

TUESDAY, APRIL

Distinctiveness!
No woman can help being stylish and distinctively dressed

ISLAND

As a child grows older it requires
and more personal attention
from the mother, and as the functions of the bowels are of the utmost
importance to health great attention

1, 1913.

if she

wears a Wooltex suit.

more
IS EXPECTED TO ACT
AS SOOTHING INFLUENCE
UPON CONGRESS.

PRESIDENT

ON
SANTA FE SUPERINTENDENT
COAST LINES TO ACCEPT
A NEW POSITION.
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Wooltex garments have very little in
common with ordinary makes of tailor-mad- e
coats and suits. They are different

New

.

.
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,

wide-reachin- g

prole

old-time-

Aldrich-Vreelan-

The difference is plain to see at the first glance. There is more
dignity, more elegance, more refinement, more impressiveness in the Wooltex tailoring. Nothing equals it save the work of the very foremost cus-

tom tailors.
And

see

by service. Wooltex garments stay new.
cause it is built into them.

at a glance is demonstrated anew
They keep their good looks

be-

Let us show you these beautiful garments $25 to $47.50
Frankel Suits

Las Veas'Leading Store

f rankel Suits

For Men

&.$ttSMWOJ&l6 S07t

For Men

Now

Ready

South SideRaja.

EstdUialted Wl

$15.00

nivance of the parent, are outwitted. well as she showed that she could
The stoolpigeon who tries to betray love.
LA
the gang of burglars is killed with a
Florence Xash was in dead-surMaxim silencer pistol, but to Clear his command of the lighter role and read
wife the young man must pose as the the effervescent lines of hiT long
slayer of the traitor after the gang part with crisp and refreshing humor.
has got away. In "the end the police Mr. Taylor as the police inspector
inspector, up to now a ruthless and was a bit of characterization which
unscrupulous enemy of the criminals, it would be hard to overpraise.
Save in very few and small spots
puts all through a thrilling third degree and vindicates himself by get- "Within the Law" was a huge delight.
PLOT ting the murderer to confess and by It may be melodrama, and anything
DEVELOPED
CLEVERLYTHROWS NEW LIGHT ON
proving that the fair crook was guilt- else you would please to call it. But
less of the offense which started her it got my goat more than once and i
THE UNDERWORLD
on a career of brilliant criminality.
came away trying to remember when
The story thus .haiely outlined I had seen a better piay. New York
Crook plays there have been, some
of them better than others and all of gives only a hint of the material in a World.
them more or lead with a popular ap- drama of tense interest and breathCARDINAL AT DEDICATION
peal, from "Oliver Twist" to "Raf- less suspense. Mr. Veiller has writfles" and1 on upward from "Sherlock ten with an authentic nand, he has
Washington, April 1. Rt. Rev. Mgr.
Holmes"
and "Alias Jimmy Valen- breathed the breath of life into his Bonzano, the apostolic delegate, and
tine" to the "Deep Purple" and personnel, he has drawn his chrac-ter- s Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore took
boldly and with veracity, and he part today in the imposing ceremony
"Ready Money." They must all now
be rated as steps in the progress of has put his play together as beauti- attending the dedication of St. Matthe perfect crook p'lay. fully as a jeweler puts together the thew's church in Rhode Island avenue.
composing
skill is parts of a fine watch. Througnout The new church is one of the handThe limit of playwriting
reached with Bayard Veiller's drama, the piece, whose interest is steadily somest in Washington, and this, togeth"Within the L' w," with which A. H. cumulative from the first act to tne er with the fact that it represents the
Woods' Eltinge Theatre was dedicat last second of the last, he has made lifework of its pastor, Rt. Rev. Mgr.
ed last night.
many opportunities for mirth, all of Lop, brought about an unusual gather
A shopgirl, wrongfully convicted of which flow gratefully and naturally ing of church dignitaries. Shortly aftheft and harshly punished by her from the speedy action of his diama. ter 9 o'clock
this morning Cardinal Gibbon's performed the dedi- employer's Influence, revolts agaiust Surprise follows surprise in rapid-firsociety, sharpens her wits on her manner. "Within the Law" fairly daction services. He led the long prosense of lnjustico and returns to New crackles with spirited and logical ac- cession of bishops, priests, and acoYork City to open a campaign of tion, and it sparkles with hrignt dia- lytes about, the exterior walls of the
building, sprinkling holy water on the
swindling and blackmailing all with- logue.
Chief contributors to the rich suc- walls and blessing them. Then the
in the law. The band of scoundrels
she commands are warned against cess of the Veiller play were Jane procession entered the church, where
doing anything not legal, and the girl Cowl in the role of tlie female depre- the cardinal first blessed the altar
reaches wealth and power with defi- dator, Florence Nash as an ingenue and then the interior walls. Pontifithief with a queer drawl, Wilton Tay- cal high mass was then celebrated,
ance to the police.
Thirst for revenge also consumes lor as the police inspector, Orme
with Rt. Dev. Mgr. Bonzano as the,
in the juveuille lead, William B. ceiebrant. The sermon was preached
her, which is gratified by ensnaring
in marriage the son of the man who Mack as the chief male crook, and by Archbishop Keane of Dubuque.
made her a felon. But the young Dodson' Mitchel'i as the
Other prominent participants In the
with her, merchant. Miss Cowl did her vitally ceremonies were Bishop Donohue of
in love
man, honestly
shields her from police persecution important share with marked im- Wheeling and Bishop O'Connell of
and shelters her in his arms manfully provement on her previous achieve- Richmond.
ments. There was never any doubt
when she needs his help.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
In a scene managed with skill and that she had the brains and beauty
dramatic power, the police who have for what she conceived and carried Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
"framed up" her arrest in the home out. She radiated the spirit of re- Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
of her husbad's father, whither she venge as well as she rave the Illusion fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigis lured by a ninspector with the con of ability to make a sacrifice and as nature Is on each box. 25c.
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"THE LOWER COST OF DYING"
CREMATION

LESS EXPENSIVE AND MORE SANITARY

How far cremation has gone and tive between incineration and earth buwhat Its prospacts for the near futurf rial. In 1894 there occurred In the
are, interest many people In eastern United States 808 cremations; now
Massachusetts besides the little group in greater Boston, at Forest Hills and
as many as
of cremationists who for nearly 20 Mt. Auburn,
years have never lost on opportunity I this are recorded. An incomplete re--J
to commend such incinerating facili- port supplied by Frank G. Gibson of
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is free
ties as those first established here Portland, Ore. shows that, with sev
in 1S93. Outside of the membership eral cremation societies not account
from alum and lime phosphates. Made
of the Massachusetts Cremation socie- ed for, there were at least 8,727 incifrom grape Cream of tartar and absolutely
ty and the Auburn association is a nerations in the United States last
considerable section of the public year.
pure. Its use is safeguard to health, for
The beginnings of a popular and
which theoretically believes in cremait actually aids digestion, and relieves from
tion and yet, when, bereavement personal referendum on cremation are
comes, practices earth burial. These seen in. a blank form which the Masall anxiety as to the wholesomeness of the
people regard the conversion of the sachusetts Cremation society has prewho
those
food.
approve
body Into white ashes as a subject for pared "to enable
neither repugnance not jest. By them of cremation to express formally their
On the other hand each attempted imposition
it is accepted as the future's method judgment and desire." This form,
of disposing of the dead. So far, nev- which is signed in triplicate, one copy
of
an alum baking powder upon the consumer is
ertheless, as acting on their belief is going iu iue socieiy, dub 10 me exo- a covert attack upon the health of the family. Of
concerned, they Incline to wait until cutor or next of kin, and one for fil
has
the
individual's
paamong
the
reform
private
ing
program,
course, no grocer would knowingly sell injurious
cremation,
been succeeded by cremation the na- pers, reads as follows.
food to his customers; but he has himself been
In the firm belief that the general
tional and racial customs, says the
deceived as to the true character of the cheap
welfare will be promoted, by the subBoston Transcript.
moveas
stitution
of incineration for burial
powders by their manufacturers.
That an acceleration of the
ment for which cremationists stand Is a means of disposing of the dead, I
Forewarned, and solicitous for the health of
now notable and that it presumably hereby solemnly express my desire
her
family, the housewife will be influenced to a
is and request that, as soon as practicwill grow faster than heretofore
constant watchfulness and a stubborn resistance
suggested by the annual report of the able after my decease, my body may
v
Massachusetts Cremation society. This be cremated at the crematorium of the
against the danger.
ForMassachusetts
to
Cremation
be
is
society,
permanunlikely
community
ently backward in accepting a custom est Hills, Boston, Mass., or elsewhere,
Baking Powders sold at a lower price
as proper which has abundant scienti- as convenient.
The facilities offered may bear refic and historical warrant. Nearly 90
, than Dr. Price's are almost invariably
The crematory grounds
years have passed since Boston began statement.
made from alum; and therefore in- to take the question of disposition of at Forest Hills, which are typical of
ferior, and prejudicial to health.
cemeteries seriously, and only 20 present day practice, are attractively
out.
laid
The
contains
in
this
George
chapel
years since the first crematory
part of the country was projected. Hoi la well's mural decoration, given uy
The accomplishments of two decades Mrs. John Storer Cobb, in memory of
may be summarized In a forthcoming her distinguished husband. On the
annual report of the Cremation socie- chapel's farther side are doors lead- creasing the efficiency of the crema- Gotha, Hamburg, Heidelberg, Jeua
and the tory and promoting the cause of cre- and Offenbach; in Denmark, at Coty. Even fragmentary data, exam- ing to the inclnerating-roode-- . mation.
A
office.
administration
penhagen; in Sweden at 'Stockholm
show
be
of
what
stairawy
included,
might
ples
that it would be an impressive story. scends through an iron gate to the While cremation- - thus progresses and Gothenberg. In other than EuroNot that leadership in cremation columbarium, which contains a series gradually in eastern Massachusetts pean lands modern cremation is less
can now be claimed for Boston. The of niches arranged in five tiers. Each the movement is acquiring especial general. Argentina, however, has at
western states of the United States niche is intended to be closed by an momentum in the far west. It makes least one crematory, and one has been
and some European countries are far individual gate. It holds, according less headway in the middle west and reported from Australia. In Japan
ahead of New England, in readiness to the capacity, from one to 20 urns. it has very little influenced the com- cremation has been practiced following
to adopt a plan by which ifscientists The niche is enclosed with an iron munities south of Mason and Dixon's hereditary customs for many generaplead correctly the, menace of the gate bearing a suitable panel on which line. At San Francisco the cremation tions. About 40 per cent of all perdead to the living is eliminated. In to inscribe the name3 of those whose association at Cypress Lawn cemetery son dyiig in Japan are said to be creSan Francisco, not in Boston, is a ashes are placed within. Each pur- has had, up to 1312, 2,796 Incinerations mated.
The multiplication of crematories
crematory with columarium which chaser receives a deed of his niche and the I. O. O. F. Crematory and
at
one
limito
9,525;
in
association,
certain
one
Cemetery
throughout
as
the
world's
civilization, together with
be
hailed
of
perpetuity, subject
may
the increase of foreign travel, conmodels. In Paris is a single crematory tations and condition designed to se- Evergreen cemetery , Los Angeles,
the Los Angeles Crematory
stitutes a comparatively new argument
which witnesses 12 or 13 times as cure the society and all niche owners
Sothe
Cremation
Inter1,060,
and
which
as
are
incinerations
recorded
fjr cremation. It is a fortunate ciragainst
might
anything
many
at Forest Hills, and many more than fere with the orderly and permanent ciety of Southern California, 1.0S3; at cumstance that in the unhappy case of
in all New England.
development of the columbarium or of Seattle, the Cremation Society of the death of one traveling abroad the
Yet the Massachusetts Cremation the cremation movement. It is also Washington, 1,563; at Portland, Ofe., relatives may at much greater convenisociety grows steadily and Its crema- possible to reserve by permanent con- the local cremation association, 1,541. ence and less expense expense retion buildings," situated on Walk Hill tracts sections of the chapel walls for Smaller numbers are reported from ceive the ashes. Preparation of a
street, are increasingly useful. The insertion of approved memorial tab- cremation associations at Pasadena, cadavor for transportation across tne
first incineration under the society's lets. In the case of funeral services Oakland, Denver and Tacoma. New ocean is so costly and unsatisfactory
crematories are at this writing either that ordinarily a person dying in a
auspices took place on December 30, the chapel is open for free uses.
of
The actual processes of Incinera- just completed or under construction foreign land is buried there. Under
1893, when the earthly remains
Lucy Stone Blackwell were consumed tion need not be described in detail. at Spokane, Vancouver, Seattle, San cremation it is possible for one pauswith fire. In 1894 there were record- The sarcophagi are heated and the Francisco, Oakland, Pasadena, Sacra- ing eve's last days in Rome or amoa?
the high Alps still to arrange to be
ed 87 cremations. By the first year bodies cremated by burning sprays of mento and Honolulu.
In the Mississippi valley,
Chicago gathered among one's forefathers in
of this century the number had reach- atomized petroleum, the flame reached 172. In 1905 it stool at 270, in ing a heat of
degrees Fah- has the Graeelnnd crematory with a Cambridge or Quincy.
Aesthetic and Sanitary Reasons
1909, 276; 1900, 281; 1911,, 300. The renheit.
reported total of 3,252 Incinerations;
The likelihood that the cremation
number for the present year, accord- While Cremation Progresses Gradually Detroit, the Michigan Cremation asin the Massachusetts sociation, 1.0S3: Cincinnati, a crema- movement will be accelerated in the
Membership
ing to an informal statement by Roger
T. Swaim, .clerk of the society, is Cremation society is solicited by tion society of the same name, 1,821; next few years may be posited on
likely to show a considerable Increase. means of booklets and other literature St. Louis, the Missouri Cremation as- grounds of the increasing importance
The Mt. Auburn association in Cam- issued from the office of the treasur- sociation, 3,124; and crematories with of sanitary engineering and the growbridge, which began to practise cre- er, Richard Walden Hale, 60 State smaller to t'als at Cleveland, Indianapo- - ing public regard for aesthetic proprie- t:es.
mation in 1900, had up to January street. The society aims to be
ls, Minneapolis and elsewhere.
An ideal course of study to remove
In New York City the United States
but not profit seeking. Its
1, 1912, a total of 2,274 incinerations.
The Springfield Cemetery association, ideal is not to depend upon the com- cremation company, which was organ- prejudices against cremation wou d
the other crematory agency of this munity for subsidies or gratuities of ized in 1885, has had a total of 12,400 have its beginning in
section, witnessed its first incineration any kind. It pays full taxes on its incinerations; the present average is with its.forcefuj revelation of the nain 1910. In two years it had 88 cre- property and the ruling rate of in- about 750 a year. The Philadelphia ture of the continuous emulsion of
mations.
terest on any money borrowed. The Cremation society, formed in 1S88, has the elements of this planet's
The
Yet Massachusetts Began
effects of
charges are made with a view to cov- had a total of 2,352 cremations, with
These figur
indicate the gradual ering expenses. Should a profit be a present yearly average of about 150. the incessant leaching of the earth's
establishment of a practical alterna shown the surplus is applicable to In-- Other cities of the Atlantic seaboard crust by water have lately been Imhaving cremation facilities are Troy, pressively traced in Professor Frank
N. Y.; Lancaster,
Pa.; Baltimore;
Washington, D. C, and Washington,
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Wigglesworth Clarke's great mo- on "The Oata of
published by the United States
geological survey. J rom that pure.y
scientific exposition of chemical facts
the student would be prepared to go
to the most radical precepts of sani
tary engineering. "C'ean up the coun
was a slogan which Professor
Ellen H. Richards sounded In her last
book, showing how the health ani the
verj life of urban communities de
pends on ceas'ng to abuse the eavth's
crust. "Crematories in place of ce- add rt the safety of the
neteries
living," was one of her sayings in
Conservatkn Through Sanitation,"
'and all sanitarians should unite in
tins effort to keep the soil clean."
The impctance of uncontamiuaiel
water supplies is at the heart tnd cen
ter of the rew social sanitation, and,
although cemeteries are but one of
tlie j'lniiy sources of possible pollution,
tl'c-share with the farmer's rotting
manure heaps and putrifying cesspools, the hostility of the experts. The
wonderful permeability of soil, subsoil and sedimentary strata, the extraordinary chemical reaction of rain
water as it works through organic
substances, are now better understood
than formerly. Qualifications have
been set upon the old saw about run
ning water purifying itself. Analysis
of the contents of the old oaken bucket has shown bacteria that must have
traveled over, distances formerly sup
posed impossible. Not every watershed has been treated with the wise
provision which when the Wachusett
Dam was about to be built removed
two cemeteries containing a total of

ro
tv
(KeOCTOR,

try-side-

The questions answered below are
general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg., Col lego-E- l wood Sts., Dayton, O., enclosing r
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used In my answers. The pred
scriptions can be filled rt any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.
well-stocke-

.

J

'Elizabeth" writes, "Kindly pub
lish again the prescription for stomach disorders an ;i constipation. I
have misplaced the letter giving tne
ingredients."
Answer: Go to your, druggist and
ask for tablets trlopeptine and take
according "to directions, and you will
soon be entirely cured of all stomach trouble and constipation. This
is the best treatment, known for all
kinds of stomach trouble.

mm

with the above to thoroughly cleanse
f
the nostrils: Use
teaspoonful of the Vilane powder to a pint of
warm water, snuff the water through
the nostrils severa'i times a day and
your catarrh should soon be cured.
To prevent a return this should be
used occasionally.
one-hal-

.

"Tom M." writes: "I am only twenty years old, but my hair is falling
out very rapidly. My scalp is covered with dandruff. What can I get

"Anna" says: "I am nervous, hys to cure it?"
terical. and very thin Cue to overwork.
Answer: To cure dandruff and
What can I take to regain my orig- stop falling hair use plain yellow
inal vitality?"
minyol. This you can get at any
Answer. You will gradually regain
irug store in 4 oz. jars.
your original strength by using syrup and if used regularly it will cure any
of hypophosphltes comp. 5 pzs.; tinc scalp disease and prevent premature
2,9G7 bodies.
ture cadomene comp. 1 oz Mix and baldness. Many people have reportCertain "Findings" of Hygiene
With population spreading over the take a teaspoonful before meals. This ed a cure by using two or three appli
land until 500 miles of practically con Is the best system tonic that I know cations.
tinuous city between Portland and of.
"J. W." writes: "1 should be the
Washington are easily foreseen, with
Mrs.
P.
R.
am
asks:
"I
troubled
woman in the world if 1
happiest
percentages of chlorine, nitrites, and
I
nitrates the infallible marks of pollu with a large goitre and am very fleshy; could find a true remedy to help me
so tha,t f am uncomfort- gain flesh. I have regular features,
so
much
tion, rising in the waters of wells and
able. What do you advise me to do?" but am so thin that i am homely.
reservoirs, it is hardly conceivable
Answer: Five-graiarboiene tab- Can you give me a jrfescription?"
that the broader movement for cre
lets
should
taken
be
Answer: I receive daily so many
regularly. If
mation will not advance rapidly un
der the urgence of specialists. By this is done your goitre and abnor- gratifying letters from users of three
e
tablets. These
"broader" is meant the cremation, so mal fat will gradually be reduced. grain
These
sold
tablets
are
in
can. be bought at any up-sealed
little
tablets
tubes,
as
far
possible, of all organic wastes.
drug store in sealed packages.
of much of the garbage, sewage, ani with full directions for uome use.
Full directions are given. I advise
mal matter and trade waste that is
"Edna T." writes:
"I wish you that you begin taking them at oiuie
now left to percolate through the soil,
"The more deeply one probes into the would recommend a remedy for kid- and continue their use for several
trouble- - I have dark months and you will gain flesh. Many '
byways of life," wrote Mrs. Richards; ney and liver
"the more it appears true that the spots before my eyes, dizzy spells people report that r. two montts
treatment will Increase their weight I
first law of sanitation is quick and and also twinges of rheumatism."
from 15 to 30 pounds.
betI
Answer.
have
received
Comwastes.
of
many
all
complete disposal
plete disposal means a return to use ters from people who have used the tablets also will inmprove your com- f
cheeks
en
J
of
anl
and
plexion,
b
you
rosy
cured
giving
fulness, bo those forms may begin following remedy
' '
an
and
increased
to
th
as
such
all
Get
trouble
mention.
lips
sparkle
the
Science
of
you
value."
again
may
cycle
yet put upon society the onus of three grain sulpherb tablets (not sul eyes.
m
m
9
proving not that cremation but that phur tablets), and take according to
"American
Girl" writes "For bodiw
earth burial shall continue to be per directions given. They are sold at
drv store and are years I have been troubled with rheu- any
mitted.
raatism. I have tried almost every
The findings of sanitarians far ex- thoroughly reliable.
"cure," but they did not help me.",
V
ceed in importance the other argu
"Louise" Get the following pre
Answer: The best known prescripments of cremationists. Yet the co
gency of the various reasons that scription filled and' give 10 to 15 tion for the cure of rheumatism Is:
have been advanced for cremation drops in water before mea'is to cure Iodide of potassium, 2 drams; sodium
appears to be strengthened by recent your little boy cf bedwetting. Comp. salicylate, 4 drams; wine of colchl-cuoz.; comp. essence cardoll 1
social tendencies. The very diffusion fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; tincture rhus- of population, just mentioned, supports aromatic, 2 drams, and tlnoture cu- - oz.; comp. fjuid balmwort, 1 oz.;
5
ozs.
the real estate man's case against the bebs, 1 dram. This should be given and syrup sarsapariila,
Mix by shaldug well in a bottle and
conventional cemetery. The "extra one hour before meals.
take a teaspoonful at meal time and
mural cemeteries" of which Mt. Aub"Helen" writes: "My ncstrils and at bed time, and you will not only be
urn was the first type, are for the most
throat are badly affected with catarrh relieved, but cured, rf you continue
part no longer mural. Brooklyn's
acres of burying ground are now and my breath is very offensive. I Its use for a short time.
the classic instance of the city of the also suffer a great deal with head"Frank S." writes:, "I would like j
dead that hinders the orderly develop- ache and pain in my eyes. Can anyto have the formula for a reliable j
ment of the city of the living. Every thing be done to help me?"
Answer: Antiseptic Vilane powder cough cure as I have a very severe f
century stretches a dead hand upon
has been prescribed with great suc- cough which is becoming very annoy- the adjacent residence districts.
The aesthetics of cremation must cess and' the number of letters re-- 1 ing."
i
Answer: The best remedy that 1 j
seemingly make stronger appeal with ceived daily from the hundres or
f
the spread of knowledge of the deco- grateful people who have been cured know of for coughs and colds is made
rative properties. Still most of the of catarrh, would indicate its curative by mixing a 2',j oz. bottle of concenwith a
dead are consigned to the unloveliest value. Get from the druggist a two trated essence mentho-'iaxen- e
Vilane pow- home-madsugar syrup. You will i
surroundings known to civilization, ounce original package
the common or garden cemeteries. der, mix a level teaspoonful with an find full directions on the bottle how
Beautificatlon of the cities of the ounce of vaseline or lard and apply to make and use. This will make a
dead is advocated by the periodical well up In the nostrils twice a day. full pint of the finest and cheapest f
press of the monumental Industry and Also use the following in connection cough medicine obtainable.
by others. Yet it is a reform that
uttuvuuj comes hard. Meantime in older burial sire of a majority; of those who are acting directly upon the blood and I
grounds the gray stones lettered by called away. Industrial life insurance mucous surfaces ' of the system. In I
How to Avoid Those Paini and Diatret
craftsmen who still followed the tra- is
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure t
Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.
mostly burial insurance; the bene- you get the genuine. It is taken in- - j
ditions of good proportions and classificiaries, whatever their needs, get ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by I
cal design are all but lost amdist the
little or nothing after the undertaker F. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials I
formless and tasteless accretions of is
f
paid. Often the widow and chil- free.
a century in which letter cutting de- dren of the middle class find
Sold
only ad- bottle. by Dmunists. Price 75c
generated into unseemly emulation of ded
g''if from the diminution of their Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- the spencerian script; in which the resources
caused by burial expenses. pation.
cheapest effects were tawdry and the Without necessitating any radical
"hand carved" monuments, with few
A CARD
change in the general conduct of funexceptions, positively meretricious. erals, cremation with its minimum
This is to certify that all dniKS'Jst
The further extension of cemeteries
to refund your money
are
charge of about $.15 suggests and coun- if authorized
'
of the present type is aesthetically un- sels
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
the more appropriate and digni- fails
to cure your cough or cold. John
desirable. Cremation, as ordinarily fied exercises that
comport with the Bernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
beaunew
chances for
practiced, gives
reaction of present-darefinement Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
tiful and fitting memorializing of the
against barbaric and extravagant cus five years, and it always gives the
of satisfaction and always cure
departed.
toms handed down from the Middle best
a cough or cold." Refuse substitute,
It In s I'll." mow women do not know of
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Duffy .2
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Genuine

.

See that the seal on the bottle you
buy is unbroken. That is your pro
tection in getting the pure, unadulterated tonic stimulant that has been
made for over 62 years
'

Fcr UerfiClnal Purposes Only.
If you expect to obtain the benefits that

Pure

Duffy's

fVlti!

0.

U

this great remedy gives be sure you
take only

2

m

m

mm

icy

that when buvinir it vou receive none of the many imitations
of this renowned medicine now on the market Xou readily
understand that where your health is concerned

and
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"A Comparatively New Argument"
Cremation steadily gains favor
as In
abroad. In some countries,
Spain and Russia, there is still more
or less religious opposition to the

I

Substitutes Are Dangerous

practice. The Russian government proscribes cremation. So far as the Roman Catholic church is concerned it
is understood that the pope does no
allege cremation to be contrary to
the doctrines or dogmas of the church,
but that because the Free Masons of
communities
some Roman Catholic
are in favor of cremation some of
their hereditary enemies, theclergy,
oppose it.
However that may be, the plan of incineration is in practical operation in
many European cities. In Great Uii
lain there are crematories at London,
Bradford,
Liverpool,
Manchester,
Leeds,

Duffy' Pure Malt Whiskey is mada for medicinal purposes only. It is of a iiit'linf standard of purity than
la
by the U. ti. I harmawijioeia and la tins
only wliiiility taxed ua a niedinne by the
War.
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Queer Method by Which Toad Family
Is Raised Sometimes Scores
a Time.

What is known as the Surinam toad
was cited as the most remarkable of
The Surinam toad
these animals.
gets its name from Surinam, in Dutch
Guiana, in which region the species
is not uncommon.
The adult toad is
about a foot long and is one of the
largest of the toad family.
After the eggs are laid a friend'
toad takes them and spreads them on
the mother's back. They adhere to
the skin by a peculiar slicijy sub
stance which surrounds them. Grad
ually the toad's skin wrinkles up nu)
forms a series of cells and in na:'.'.
cell there is an egg. In a day or
hiore

the

For Children, Brown Holland Is th
Best and Most Lasting Material
,

At a recent scientific convention in
London a paper was read describing
the curious process by which - the
young of certain species of frogs and
toads are developed from the egg.

LUNCH WILL BE SERVED BY THE
COMMERCIAL CLUB OF THAT
PLACE TWeiRSdAY.
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eggs become covered
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That
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1,050

Can Be Employed.

AT
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Scrapbooka for children are best
made of brown holland. The holland
should be of the right w&iih, and when
folded lengthways with the selvedges
each will make two leaves. For a
book take six yards of double width
brown holland and cut into half-yarlengthB. Buttonhole over the edges
with nourishing thread, or, if liked,
with a contrasting color. Fold all together and sew with stout cotton down
th center, tying a piece of ribbon
through to hide the stitches. Stretch
the front page in a frame before fastening together, and either embroider
the initials of the child or else work
the word "Scraps."
These hooks are practically tmtear-abl- e
and, if made In a dark color, will
not show the dirt very quickly. Paste
In anything likely to interest the child,
or else teach her to make the pictures
for herself. The making of pictures
9ut of other pictures is a most fascinating game for the little ones.
Eig brown books made of paper are
practical and useful for the housewife.
How often we hear people complain
that there are so many delightful
recipes published in the papers, but
that it is a bother to cut them out, as
they always disappear when wanted.
A medium-sizebrown paper scrap-boo- k
should be at band, the clipping
cut out and pasted in right away. It
will only take a few minutes to do, but
the recipe is captured for all time.
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south of Dayton are being searchei
and the coroner is making an effort
to get a complete list of the dead
fiom undertakers.
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City Covered By Water.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonHickman, Ky., April 1. Telephone
Coreports received here today from
show you
lumbus, Ky, a town of 1,000 Inhabitants, said that water from breaks Is
the Mississippi levee had covered tie
Las Veoas Automobile & Machine Co
greater part of the Tillage from tomj
to six feet deep. The majority of the'
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Preps
Is
on
and
huls
encamped
population
while there is food for several days,
considerable help will be required.
t
rg2
Crest Reaches Cincinnati
Cincinnati, O., April 1. The OhiOj
s
river here rose
of a foot i
the
and
early today the
night
during
stage was C9.8. Weather Forecaster'
Devereaux said he expected the riv- -'
er to rise another tenth. The fall, he1
said, would be slow at first because!
Vp-- '
j of large amount of water above.
FARMER DEFIES THE KAISER river points are reporting' the river:
either stationary or slawly falllny.
Lessee of One of War Lord's Farms
Won't Be Evicted, and PreNew Richmond Under Water
pares to Fight.
Xew Richmond, O., April 1. The
The kaiser Is being defied by a entire town of Xew Richmond was un
farmer who refuses to be evicted from der water today. The people have
Due of his majesty's numerous prop-?rtietaken up quarters on the hills surAt the annual meeting of the rounding the town. Provisions have
CJerman agricultural council the embeen received from Bafaria and there
the
Electric
peror, amid much laughter, told of is no
Buffering. Xo one has been rehis experiences as a landowner. He
mowed how he had introduced new ported dead or missing. Fifty houses
for
grains, improved the breed of his cat- have been washed from their foundatle, increased the output of his tions at Moscow near Xew Richmond.
meadows and the milk output of his
l
and laborsaying.
It is
:owb. He also said that he had thrown
Seventy Homes Destroyed
ane of the tenants off his farm near
or repairs, does
inIt
attention
1.
An
np
requires
Ind.,
Lawrenceburg,
April
adinen because he was no good and
Intended himself to take over the su- spection made today showed that 70
and
walls
a child can
not smudge your
homes of persons in good circumstanpervision of the place.
For
. turn it on or off without' danger.
Hen Sohst was the lessee in ques- ces have been practically destroyed by
tion and he got his notice to quit. He the flood here. Relief work is being
the comfort of your, home, investigate
refused to do so. He says his lease conducted systematically and there
Electric Light today.
has five more years to run and that
is no suffering.
it does not have any clause which pro- fides for its cancellation. It is al
Fire Breaks Out p Huntington
leged that Sohst, who is a prominent
farmer and influential in the ConservHuntington, yy. Ya., April 1. Fire
Phon Main 206
ative party, which is part of the gov broke out in the flooded resident dis
ernment bloc, feels that he has been trict here
and threatened
early
today
Insulted and materially damaged by an entire
city block, but the flames
the kaiser's charge hat he is "no
were
cheeked
by fhe use of dynamite.
good." The kaiser's administrative
agents have now brought suit to dis- Eleven persons were rescued from the
bnrning buildings.
possess Sohst.

strator

with a membrane, to protect them
from the air.
The heat of the mother's body then
incubates the eggs, and unlike a sot
tir.g (or sitting) hen the is put tr.
no inconvenience in the way of stick
ing to a nest, but may roam about at
will. In due course the eggs hatch
into tiny tadpoles, but tbey do nci
They remain in their
smtrge yet.
comfortable quarters till they hav:
passed into the second or fully developed toad stage, whereupon 11::;'
break the membranous cover of th ir
cell and coma out imo the world.
The number of young pioduecd a'
once in this way may be as many r ,s
a,
In certain species
hundred.
of
South American
the cess
are hatched all together in a poccli
in the mother's back, but in this case
v.'.'M
the little ones come forth
N. M.
::
of yours tadpoles. The Plaindealer.
Dear Sir. 1 am in
of the 29th inst. .in regard to the
visit the Las yegas Boosters are MAKE A STUDY OF HUSBANDS
planning to make Watrous on April
... ,, ..
;
3rd.
Most Complex Man Is More or Less
We will
an Open Book to His Observing
glad to have you
Better Hrlf.
visit ua. Please let us know about
how many, of you there will be and
That the race of husbands knows its
we will arrange to have .a cup of
wives may be doubted. That the race
coffee and something to eat.
jf wives knows its husbands is
Looking forward with much pleasThe man goes flourishing
ure to meeting tha Las Vegas Poost- 'orth on his path of many interests.
The woman-- sits at home and broods
rver her single interest the man. By
.i Yours truly,
President Watrous Commercial and lint of brooding she absorbs, and
or rejects him. No man can
Athletic Club.
!iope to escape from the serious study
3f a woman, continued for sixteen
GENERAL BUCKNER 90 YEARS OLD hours daily. Every piece of evidence
Munfordville, Ky., April 1. With a '.hat her senses have observed is
number of relatives and intimate scrutinized, analyzed, classified. Her
friends as his guests General Simon mind soaks the man as liquor soaks a
of sugar. The sugar is disBolivar Burkner today celebrated his 'ump
solved; the man is solved. Most men,
Glen
at
ninetieth birthday anniversary
it is true, are simple enough. But the
Lily, his celebrated, country home on most complex men become
simple
the Green River?; about eight miles when subjected to the concentrated
from this place. General Buckner has and continued scrutiny of brooding
the distinction of being the only re- woman. They are cooked with the dinner; they are washed up with the
maining corps' commander on the con
are stitched into the
crockery;
federate side. He graduated from ihlldren's they
From that propinafores.
Rising at Memphis
Similarity of Sugar.
West Point in 1844 and saw active longed dissection no man's anatomy
chemist
Tenn., April 1. The MisJlemphisfl
a
surrounded
all
with
Even,
service in4he war with Mexico. In jan hide its secrets. Bookfellow (N. his scientific
river
sissippi
registered 36.8 feet to
equipment
laboratory
the early part of the civil war, after S. W.).
cannot distinguish beet sugar from the day, a rise of
s
in 24 hours.
and
he had surrendered
Henry
cane product. Although derived from
Donelson to General 'Grant, General
different species of plants, the reSuicide of Billy, Aged Ten.
Still Rising at Louisville
" 'She passed me by without saying fined product from tbe juice of the
Buckner was taken prisoner and sent
Louisville,
Ky April 1. At 8 o'clock
to Fort Warren. In 1SG2 he was ex- a word. She did not even look at me. cane and beet is the ssme in composi
Ohio river gauge registered 41.7,
tbe
in
in
dietetic
"
tion,
pewer,
sweetening
decided
me,
'It is this that has
changed and placecTln command of a
s
of a foot.
effect, in chemical r action, in all a rise of
division in Hardee's corps, In Bragg's I cannot live without Florrie, so as
other respects. Furthermore, If maple
soon
the
as
last
have
read
I
chapter
army. He was made a major general of "The
King of the Scalp Hunters" sugar were reboiled and passed
TO RECOGNIZE CHINAT
and distinguished himself at Murfrees-bor- o (I cannot die without
knowing wheth- through the process of refining, it
Washington,
April 1. Recognition
would
aroma
lose
its
and
flavor,
and Chiekaniauga.; In 1887 Gen- er Esmerelda escapes from One-ey- e
or
was
China
of
at length at
discussed
which
in
are
the impurities
wholly
eral Buckner was elected governor of not), I am going to poison myself.
and the white crystals would be today's cabinet meeting, but no deci
"
fl
1894
two
out
candia.iM
a
was
made
of
mixture
have
1
lie
Kentucky
with those derived from sion was reached. It is very probable
date for vice president of the United packets of beetle powder, some black- identicalcane
and sugar beet
Pure that the I'nited States will recognize
sugar
four
ink
and
of
a
bottle
copying
ing,
ticket
"
Gen-on
fhe
States
headed by
sugar, whether derived from beet r China 'as, a republic when the constiend
I
the
at
berries.
red
Perhaps
eial John M. PJfjhrer. ofilllinois.
shall add some sugar to make it taste cane, is as identical as is pure gold, tuent
assembly meets on April 8.
whether mined in the Rocky moun,.
nice.
While this government is said to dein
or
tains
the
Little JameB.JwTjile &t & neighbor's,
Transvaal.
havlng-whacke"1 forgive father for
sire to be the first to show its faith
was given a piece off bread and butme so often.
in the stability of the new Chinese
words
I
are
the
last
'These
"Thank
and
polifelyVsaid"
jihall
ter,
you."
Had to Experiment First.
"That's
A Lancashire man, who loved a republic, there are many Indications
right,; James," said the ever write,
"Little fool! His mixture made him wager, once laid a gold coin
lady. "I 'like to hear little boys say
against a that actios will be deferred until the
very sick, and he received the biggest neighbor, noted for his absorbent qual- constituent assembly organizes. f
.
'thank you.'"
thrashing he had yet received from:
drinking a gallon of beer in three
Secretary Bryan has been jn con"Well," rejjr(t James, "if you his governor. Since then he has never ities,
minutes. The other, somewhat to the ference lately with tie Chinese minwant to hear HBfl;hetiy It again, you committed suicide again." Tommy
surprise of his mates, declined to take ister and President Wilson and his
Lobb, by Walter Emanuel.
might put somp jam on it."
on the wager at once, aud said he
cabinet are taking the deepest intermight do so later in the morning.
est in Uhp--' Chinese situation.
a
few
after
he
minutes
Then,
away,
In
Now
Paris.
Cleopatra
came
back
and
to
he
was
said
ready
Cleopatra's last resting place is said'
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
to be the garden of the National libra- take it up. What is more, he won
j
his
money easily. The others now exKansas City, AIo, April 1. Cattle
ry. Rue .Vivienne, Paris. Her sarcophagus was stolen, the Btory runs,, pressed curiosity as to his reason for
9,000, including 500 southerns. Mar- itot having done it at once, and pressed
by a savant, and came into the libraket
steady. Native steers $7.50
him
to
them
tell
where
been
had
he
ry's possession, where it was pre- In
steers $G.50g'S.6o;
8.75; southern
interval.
the
1370.
room
medal
until
in
the
served
sold
are
under
Ford autos
"Well," he said, "Ah just went down southern cows and heifers st.SO
In that year of trouble it was hidden,
a strict guarantee by the largwith many other objects of value, In to a little pooh Ah know of to see S.00; native cows and heifers MoO
Ah could do it all right!"
the
library cellars. When the troub- whether
8.23; etockers and feeders $650
world.
in
the
Auto
est
Co.;
lous days were over and the mummy The Bystander.
S.25; bulls $3.75 7.25; calves $5.50
once more brought up from the depths
10.00; western steers ?$7.45 IT S.f0 f '
You do not find any idle
ft was found that the J sojourn had
Fire Without Flames
j
western
cows J i.50 ft 7.23, '
.
to
Uh
once
beautibeen detrimental
An engineer has invented a way to
Ford cars, no matter how old.
JIarket 10
10,000.
Hogs
ful body, ond that a rapid burial was
Receipts
have fire without name. His apparaCan you say the same of any
absolutely necessary. Without any tus consists of a porous plate or mass cenls higher. Bulk of sales JS.95'rf
or oration the remains of
march
funeral
and
othercar? Examine this point
fragments, within 9.15; heavy JS90i9.0O; packers
were therefore buried in the garden which he
mixes infiaiumable gas and butchers $S.93S9.13;
light J3.05
of the library.
and you will be surprised.
air in the right proportions.
When 9.20; pigs I7..50S.5O.
the gas is first turned oa and lighted,
CiOO.
Market
Sheen Receipts
It burns with a flame at the surface
Prices delivered with full
Amenity of the Game.
to weak. Muttons J3.50S7.OO;
steady
John Reilly was a mining man in of the plate. When tl. air is turned Colorado lambs $8.00 8.60; range!
instructions:
New Mexico in the days of Billy the on the flame disappears, but the heat
wethers and yean'ngs $3.75Q7.73; j
Kid, aud John was always on the job Increases. A tempei&'ure of 3,200 de'
5 Pass;icger touring car $685
ewes f3.iOQ?.75.
Is
claimed.
use
grees
range
what
of
or
Jut
for work
play.
Invention
this
be
can
n
a
is
ade
One eight be was In a poker game,
yet
Kunaboiit $610
with the bky as the limit, aud It cauie question.
NEW YOPK STOCK EXCHANGE
tils time to deal The Llu.k haired,
New york, AK'I
You can 'examine the car
hawk nosed wiau pitting opposite to
tLBIi i ills ' " H h'l',.
ttlf
Sami.tlrio, L.cv.
ry Hl'j
Ijinl had a put straight, and Hellly
U fWe buy in if.
,
tLut la !,. J Wi.il) huvit ii.ht 'f.,r
ji m !
rirvw iui ti(i. Jia ot (Ise hiiw'k
'!t:d lUll if I 1,8(1 (UftlJ It) (J,; ,j "
jl.d
b' l ft M ttt HMUff, fciid inhu juiat-tuut U ti.e li,,,,,! A. ta,K iirAi
.1
vi
I'j 1.
oii-li;!i,Sjjj
I'ty a houee Hid Jot.
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"TOKTUKINO"
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"

Uivious reasons the "harrowlc sauries
toid by the English

ing'

concerning the "tortures"
to wuu ii mey were subjected in pris.
on will not arouse very general sympathy at least on this side p the
Atlantic 'the worst that has been
.charged against the police is that the
martyrs" have been forcibly preto
themselves
vented Horn btarving
death. Only a fit subject for a
would look upon this as "torin
ture"
any sensible meaning of the
ierm. If the police had provided the
fanatics with food and left them the
choice between eating it or starving,
would
have disVat
authorities
in
the premtheir
fuu
duty
charged
ises. Those who chose the role of
.martyrs would very properly have
3eea treated, in the advanced stages
their martyrdom, as hospital patients and not as prisoners. No aspects of the militant campaign of the.
ridlc-suffragettes have been quite so
ous as the charges of "torture
baaed on the fact tha the police presented the prisoners from making
dead instead of live fools of themselves.
If the moral courage (for want of
a. better term) displayed by the suffragettes had'been manifested in any
sensible form it would excite the admiration, not the ridicule of the world.
'The police authorities have consistently exhibited a really remarkable
restraint throughout the whole reign
tomfoolery into winch the suffrage
snsvement in England has degenerated. As the old saw yuts it, "a bird
that can sing and won't eing ought
to be made o sing." In view of the
antics of the suffragettes, the saying
to
might very reasonably e applied
ihom in the matter of "hunger
pub' io has
strikes." A
than the
more
fur
"tortured"
ben
Amazons who have descended to such
vicious forms of hooliganism.
sani-ianu-
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Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

the long account more confidently and stimulated the general f pward movereached ment of the list.
by noon the average rise
substantial proportions. Bonds were
The market closed strong. The upfirm.
.
ward movement halted at times while
Foreign buying was heavy on the the market digested some of the pronews that Turkey had accepted the fit taking sales. When these had
peace terms of the powers. All of the been cleaned up, the list went Invariinternational stocks rose from 1 to 2 ably to a higher level.
The closing sales were as follows:
points, with Reading and Union Pacific especially strong. ,
74
Amalgamated Copper
.

Prominence of the season dividend
paying stock in the day's rise, together with the improvement in numerous specialties, attested to the varied
character of the demand. Reports of
largely Increased earnings, with the
possibility cf Increase1 dividends,

Sugar

114

Atchison

103
163
102
154

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel,

63

pf4.,.....iosii

Just to Call Your
Attention

--

g

MINERS OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY,
.Txdlaiiapolis, Ind., April 1 Union
miners practically throughout the
JJnlted States suspended work today.
nnni-in observance of the fifteenth
the
of
ertdry of the inauguration Indus- in
the
mining
c!sbt-hou- r
day
ad- try. Gatherings with music and
in
held
were
Jree8 and parades
sections.
BKiny

...

light is
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Department
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Now overflowing with lovely new
creations in Dresses, Skirts, Waists,
Coats, Suits, Hats, Kimonas, House
Dresses this department offers the
best possible assortment.
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This week onlj, we show some
beautiful 52 inch embroiut-rfloune-ing- s
worth $1.25 to Si. 40. for only
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PROVED END OF THE ROMANCE

ARE

WE

!tP2RS0NALS'

Contemplation of Work That Really
Was Work Too Much for This
Weary Willie.

BETTER EQUIPPED
'

TVilliam Whalen drove to Wagon
Moipid this morning on a short visit,

In Every Department to Fill
All Orders Thai Ever Before

sprtnga-were

todai

-

i

.

White Lawn and Voile Waists
'
65c to $2.50
Tailor-mad-

.

Skirts from

e

?2.50toS5.00
Voile

45 Inch Embroidered

Flouncing

c

Button Length Silk Gloves
Special at 69c .

16

Hoffman

Grautsariti

&

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
ad NET

DOSOTHY DODD Shxt
IDEA 10c Ptturat

hi

Agtatt

PHONE MAIN 140

BUSSES BELIEVES
OTTERBEiNSARE
ALL RIGHT
SANTA FE FEADING ROOM SUPERINTENDENT BOOSTS COMING
ATTRACTION
The Otterbein Male Quartette and
Bell Ringers, who will give a Santa
Fe concert at the Y. M. C. A. Saturto the city
day evening, will come
highly1, recommended by S. E. Busser,
readsuperintendent of the Santa Fe
folthe
Bussers
Mr.
say
rooms.
ing

lowing about the Otterbein boys:
These gentlemen have made a decided hit In 39 state" of our American
T'nion.
They are musicians hailed
yearly by a large majority of the
Chautauquas of the country. In both
solo and ensemble work, as well
on the bells, they have won admirers
in the north as well as in the south.
I am writing this at Coronado Hotel,
California, and have Just picked up a
San Diego Sun with the following

aj

about these singers: "The Otterbeine
are not only musical, but they are
musically amusing, which few male
s
quartettes dare to be. Their bell ring-tnimmensely.
audience
pleased the
The impersonations of Mr. Engle were
much enjoyed, being clever character
bits. The most enjoyable evening here
in a long time."
It is a great pleasure to introduce
the Otterbeins. I am sure they will
nippt. with an ovation all over the
Santa Fe and will be delighted with
the appreciation of employes who
Vnow a good thing when they meet
it.

WHEAT WILL

WINTER

t

V

.

$

.

VX 11, Krr of Aiouquerque was
amui's , the" bu:Bees- visitors in the
'
city today.
4?-;".Pent of El Paso, Texas,
tfame in last night from that place
for a short visit in in
ity.
A. O. Jackisdn of Wagon Mound is
a visitor in the city today and is
stopping jftt the Castaneda hotel
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Curtis left this
afternoon for Topeka on a three
weeks' visit with relatives there..
. Chris Gokfe drove out to the Goke
ranch this mdf rifng after having been
a visitor here for the past few days.
J G. Madden, representative for
the Swift Packing company, was a
visitor at the 'local meat markets today.
L. K. Sherwood of Tucumcarl ar
rived in the city last night and will
be a business visitor here for a few
days.
O. A. Larrazo'io came in last night
from Santa Fe where he has been for
the past week attending to important
business matters.
last
Mrs. , Chris Wertz returned
night from Texas where she has been
for the past two week- - visiting relatives and "friends.
Roscoe and L'loyd Grinslade left
last night for Santa Fe where they
were visitors today. They will return this evening.
B. F. Calley, representative of the
Randall Faichney company of Boston, was a business visitor at the
local drug stores today
G. A. Richardson of Roswell came
In last .night from that place on a
short" business visit nere. He is a
trustee of the state insane asylum.
S.. W, Everett, a Santa Fe railway
official, with headquarters in Topeka arrived here last night and was
a business visitor in the city today.
'
representative for
;,vW, , J. .Stehle,
the Morris Packing company, came in
from his headquarters at Albuquerque last' night on his weekly business
visit.
Gertrude Goldbeck, who has been
employed, in the home of Simon
Bacharach for the pas't yetr, left last
night for Los Angeles where she will
reside.
D. B. Simon of Denver, who has
been in the city visiting friends and
relatives, fpr the past few days, left
this morning on the Limited for San
Francisco.
Mrs. 'G. ' V. Hedgcock left this afternoon for Trinidad where she will
visit her mother for a lew days and
then go to Denver and visit her sister
for a week.
Matt Gerk of Cherryvale came in
tcday from that place with the first
steers that have
load of
.come from the mesa. The steers are
all fat and are some of the finest in
the state.
'liev. ' Father Pontanello of Denver
came in this afternoon for a short
Visit with friends here. Rev. Father
Tomassini of Albuquerque accompan
ied Father Pontanello to this city
and left this 'afternoon for his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lakola and
Miss" Blanche Randolph, a troupe of
musicians, came in this afternoon
ff 6m Denver. Arrangements have not
been made as yet as to whether they
will give a vaudeville show In this
city.
'Coors left last night for
Mrs. H.
Kansas City where she will spend a
few days visiting her daughter, Miss
Alice', who-Ylattending school at
Lawrence, Kan,, and' will Join her
mother there. Mrs. Coors 'later will
leave for California where she will
spend abqut six weeks visiting her
mother, who resides in Los Angeles.
of
Miss Helen Letahyj, daughter
Judge and Mrs. David J. Leahy, went
tl:Is afternoon to Raton for a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Leahy, her
undo and aunt. '
-

Wash Silk and Robespiejre
to $2.$fjX'.;-Waists $145
f
-

s
and daughter of
visitors in the city

'AbolinoSetia

Gat-Haa-

BE HADE TO GROW
AT HAND RANCH
EXPERIMENT
GIVES INDICATIONS OF BEING
SUCCESSFUL

.

corn-fattene- d

:

i

,

Upon the Hand tract is being tried,
Apparently with reason to hope for
success, the raising of winter wheat.
The wheat was sown last fall, In all
(iuo acres being devoted to iis class
of grain. The wheat, despite the fact
it has had no irrigation, now is in
line condition. It long has been the
impression that winter wheat would
not grow in this section of New Mexico. However, Mr. Hand determined
to Kove that it could be produced.
Winter wheat is by far the superior
ol spring wheat and if it can be proved sutialile to tli4 climate it Is like
be
ly that a great "t'cU'al of it will
raised.
Viater was turned today into the
district on the Hand tract for
the first time this year. Since last fall
several tiaw farmers have purchased
Ii'iid near Onava and located upon it.
Their fields are in model condition.
Many of the newcoineis came here
ft on Missouri.
J. D. Hand says be
the
;i;u them to make good from with
,;art. Tby are greatly pleased
and
land and have the moi-It
to
wake
produce.
ability

s

-

lir

LEGISLATURE.

THE COLORADO

;

Denver, Colo., April i. The senate
today made the bank guaranty bill
and the bill eliminating the assembly
feature from the primary election
law special orders to be considered
at 2 o'clock each day until disposed

"Oh, yes, we have romance in our
lives," said the tramp,: "but there is
always something to spoil 'em. I had
my last one last fall: 'I was pegging
along a Rhode Island highway, thinking more of good feed than romance,
when a couple of wearies ahead of
me turned into a farmhouse. I turned
in as well when I came along up and
I walked into the kitchen just as they
had locked a girl up In a 'closet and
were about to go tbiough the house.
They invited me to take a hand in
their game, but I took two in my own.
They made ii. interesting for me for
three or four minutes, but the average
weary is no ooxcr. He depends upon
of
wild swings
instep.d
straight
punches. I had 'em both down when
the farmer came up from the field
and the girl was released and the fellows sent off to jail.
"Well, currant jam, big red apples
and mince pies were none too good
for me for the next week. The daughter was a school ma'am about twenty
years of age and I had won her romantic heart- - ere three days had
passed. I think the old man would
have sanctioned the match, but he
didn't take me right. On the fourth
day of my stay he took me out and
e
lot of the stonshowed me a
iest ground I ever saw in my life and
Intimated that I might start in plowing next morning. It was too much.
That night I loft the house by way of
a window and daylight found me seven
miles away. I would have helped
gather apples or husked corn, but
when it came to plowing among boulders as big aE barrels romance fled,
and I followed close at her heels."
ten-acr-

OLD PASTOR

i'V,

,

i'.

Most People Will BsJnclined to Agree
With Lunatic In His Opinion
of His Dupe.

In some of the lunatic aylums the
less violent lunatics are permitted to
do work. At one asylum a lunatic had
been told off to paint a portion of the
railings in front of the asylum.
As he was painting a passerby
stood and watched him; the passerby
was smoking a pipe.
The lunatic
looked at him for a .minute and then
said:
"If you will bring me a pound of tobacco tomorrow I'll show you. where
there is a great bag of gold hidden."
The passerby said: "Don't be silly."
The lunatic replied:
."No, really, if you bring me the tobacco I'll show you where a great,
great bag of gold is hidden."
The next day the man returned; the
lunatic was still painting the railing.
The man handed him the tobacco; the
lunatic put it into his pocket and went
on painting the railing.
"Yes, but," said the man, "how
about the great bag of gold?"
"What bag of gold?" said the lunatic.
"You told me," said the man, "if I
brought you a pound of tobacco you
would show me where, a great bag
of gold was hidden."
The lunatic looked at him a minute and then said:
"You know, you ought to be painting
these railings."
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Transact Your Busin

VOTES CAST

Tewke,

THE

IN

jThrdiii!i This Bank

Which offers safety to large anri mall depositors alike. "This is a bank for good service,
issuing Drafts, Letters of Credit, Money Qf'4cff arfdTravelers' Checks. Collections are
promptly made, and loans made on approved qatfer&l or endorsement.

,

TODAY
WITH, ONLY ONE TICKET

'

FIELD SCHOOL ELECTION IS
UNINTERESTING

Advantage of This Service!

PeoplesCAPITAL

The women, many of whom have
been indiginant in the past about not
being allowed to vote, tiad a chance
to exercise suffrage today but up to
4 o'clock
this afternoon only three
women had cast a ballot in the school
election.
Either the women are
ashamed to state their age or they
have been reduced to submission by
fear of grouchy, tyrannical husbands.
The election today was the quietest
that has ever been held in the city.
Only 58 votes had been cast at 4
the public schools, it would seem,
the public schools it would seem
should at least cast a ballot to show
thai iiiey lake an interest in the work
of the public schools.
Up to 4 o'clock this afternoon the
following was the vote cast in the

Flying against the wind, the two aviators covered the 2x0 miles In three
hours and 30 minutes, 30 minutes more
than the time consumed on the first
,,;
trip.

Batnk;: "Xrist
-

A good tonic for the girl who is
short on ambition and long on frivolities is reading biographies of men and
women who have "arrived" after hard
ups and disheartening downs. They
reproach her for accepting the limitations of her lot, and sometimes inject
into her mind a healthy bacillus of dis'
content.
The girl who enjoys biographies
enjoys achievement, and vice versa
for the latter point to the former as
a source of inspiration and enlightenment,
t is best to read of the doings ot
such men and women who have reached the top in your own line of work,
for these make the strongest appeal to
your will, and if you cannot read between the lines and pick out pointers
for yourself you will at least feel the
unexpected challenge to perk up and
do likewise, if not a little better.

Teaspoon' for Travelers.

Convenient for the feminine traveler who uses only a special brand of
tea is a spoon with a cover that
is perforated similarly to a tea ball.
This spoon works on the principle of
a pair of scissors, being governed by
a spring near the root of the handle,
which sends the base of the contrivance in one direction' and the lid in
the other: " By soaking this spoon
of solid or plated Bilver in a cupful
of hot water which railway porters
are always able to provide, the traveler who is a bit "fussy" about the
.quality of the cheering beverage may
have it precisely to her liking.

Jealousy a Handicap.

"Some people would
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GREAT FRENCH

COMEDY

THE

BROWNE

different wards:
Ward No. 1, 16 votes cast, three
votes cast by women.
Ward No. 2, 10 vote5 cast, none cast
by women.
Ward No. 3, 13 votes cast, none
cast by women.
Ward No. 4, Ifl votes cast, none cast
by women.
Total votes cast in the four wards
up to 4 o'clpck this afternoon, 58.
:

top-lih-

Sans-Gene-

SOME FAST FLYING.
New York, April 1. Lieutenants
Thomas Dew Milling and William O.
Sherman of the United States army
"aero squadroti" who broke the

army's long distance record last Friday by flying from Texas City to San
Antonio, Texas, duplicated the flight
yesterday when they returned to
Texas City, according to a telegram
received todsy at Governor's Island.

THE FASTEST TRAIN.
Til.,
April 1. In early
preparation for the Increased travel
expected during the Panama exposition, the Northwestern and Union
Pacific railroads today put Into service a new overland limited train between this city and San Francisco.
The claim is made that the new train
will be the fastest long distance ever
attempted on a regular schedule. It
will cover the distance f etween Chicago and San Fratclsco in 64 hours,
which is five hours lers than the test
time now made between the two
Chicago,

points.
"Do you think it right to rob
to pay Paul?"
"If I happen to le Paul, I do."
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Look in our window
have been Davihff for vour
what vou
J
ciOLiies. une iook in our wmuuw .l,wiull)vuvmtc yuu
that you' have never before seen such real clothes
Ymi
know
w
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j'fci?
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$1 7;
hi'.! A
Come inside and examine the fabrics. Notice howTsbft and fine the
cloth feels, how carefully the clothes are finished even 1 the hand-workbuttonholes.
Try on a suit, and one glance in the glass will show
appearance.
you its stylish cut and high-clabona-fidc
one
Here is a
price and always the best
bargain always
ia
suit of the
V'w4'A value for your money, because Styleplus is
V)
in
;
largest clothes makers the world.
v
Dashing styles for young men, conservative modds for middle
aged men in every conceivable cloth effect.
No other store in town can sell you Styleplus,

4

values as STYLEPLUS CLOTHES,
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dollar thumselves than see another
man make two," said a man who had
been trying to bring about unity and
o operation
among his employes.

Co.
-

essary for Mme. Sans-Genwho, the
wife
of a sergeant, has risen with her
A
husband to a member of royalty
when the former soldier is made a
duke, unexpectedly to present to him
AT
one of his unpaid laundry bfxls in order to restore him. to his former true
friendly spirit.
The film is one that will be appreciated by all theatergoers and by all
close readers of French history. It
"MME. SANS. GENE' WtTH MME will be shown at the Browne tonight
REJANE AS LEADING LADY,
It is expected that commodonly.
SHOWN TONIGHT ONLY.
ious theater will be filled to capacity at both performances.

STRAIGHT AT IT
There is no use of our "beating
around the bush." We might as well
out with it first as laBt. We want
you to try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the next time you have a cough
or cold. There is no reason bo far as
we can see why you should not do so.
This preparation by Its remarkable
cures has gained a world wide repu
tation, and people everywhere speak
Mme. Rejan,e, the greatest comeof It in" the highest terms of praise. It
is for sale by all dealers.
dienne of France, in' "'Mme. Sans- Gene" will be the offering at the
Browne
moving picture theater this
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury
evening. The play was written by
as mercury will surely destroy the Vlctorien Sardou, who has been said
sense of smell and completely de to be the
mightiest master of action
range the whole system when enter- and climax who ever wrote for the
mucous
surfaces.
the
it
through
ing
Such articles should never be used ex- theater. It has been adapted to the
on
cept
prescriptions from reputable moving picture film by experts and
physicians, as the damage they will the combination, of stellar
actress
do is ten fold to the good you can
most
to
said
is
be
and
play
Capossibly derive from them. Hall's
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. extraordinary and most charming.
' is a
"
"Madame
play
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and is taken Internally, which deals with the lovable side of
acting directly upon the blood and the Emperor Napoleon. It is a masmucous surfaces of the system. In
1b full ot
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure terpiece of statecraft and'
It pictures' to the
you get the genuine. It Is taken in- human interest.
ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by audience the days when Napoleon
F. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials was a
poor arm;-- officer 'and unable
free.
his
to
washing bills. Later it picpay
Sold by Druugists. Price 75c per
tures him as the successful soldier
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- and monarch. Through it all he Is
1 i1
pation.
true to hia friends, though it is nec

"Tf same price the

Hiiii-,Li-

J'JH-vI-

i'jtmt.Hf

61,4
I

L'hii

.

Read Biographies.

The house again put over the Talt
bill, providing for closing and confiscation of property used for immoral
p!nSL', for a day.
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CLflTIFICATE OF COMPARISON

aniiuiiihUlAOll

AP3IL

1, 1913.

as such for the same period of time
as their predecessors; those elected
to fill vacancies occasioned by death,
removal or resignation shall be bo
elected and shall serve as such for
and during the unexpired terms of
their predecessors."
In Witness Whereof, The Las Ve
gas Masonio Building Association has
caused this certificate to ' be signed
by its president and secretary, and its
corporate seal affixed hereto this 30th
day of January, A. D. 1913.
(Seal)
THE LAS VEGAS MASONIC BUILD-IX-

State of New Mexico. Certificate
of Comparison.
,
?
What long
days of conof America,
stant torture what sleepless nights of. United States
State of New Mexico, ss.
terrible afe'ony itch tleh itch, constant Itch, until it seemed that I must It is
Hereby Certified, that the antear off my Try skin then
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed nexed is a full, true and complete
and healed!
The very first drops of D.D.D. Pre- transcript of the amendment to Certiscription for Eczema stopped that awful ficate of
Incorporation of The Las
Itch Instantly: yes. the very moment
D.D.D. touched the burning skin the tor- Vegas Masonic
Association
Building
ture ceased. A 25c bottle proves it,
D.D.D. has been known for years as (No. 7430)
with the endorsements
HE AND HIS OFFICE
FORCE the only absolutely
reliable eczema
MUST COUNT
remedy, for it washes away the disease) thereon, as same appears on file and
EVERY CENT
germs and leaves the skin as clear and of record in the office of the State
BELONGING TO GOVERNMENT.
healthy as that of a child.
All other druggists have D.D.D. Pre- Corporation Commission.
scription go to them it you can't come
In Testimony Whereof, the chairus but don't accept some big profit
to
D.
1.
John
C. April
ASSOCIATION.
Washington,
e
substitute. '
man and clerk of said commission
Hurke, former governor of North DaBut if yon crime to our atom, we are
By CHARLES ILFELD.
certnin of what D.D.D. will do for you have hereunto set their hands and afkota, took the oath of office as treas- so
Attest :
President.
on
that we offer you a full size bottle
If you do not find that fixed the seal of said commission, at
urer of the Fluted States today and this guarantee: the
H.
GEO.
KINKEL,
Secretary.
AT
ONCE,
itch
it the City of San Fe, on this Fifth day
it takes away
entered upon the duties of his office, costs you not a cent.
State of New Mexico, '
D.
1913.
A.
of
M.
D.
N.
E.
February,
Lac
K.
A.
of
GOODALL,
Vegas,
succeeding C'arini
Thompson
County of San Miguel, ss.
'
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)
United
On this 30th day of January, A. D.
Ohio, who had succeeded
Chairman.
States Treasurer Lee McClting in De- $1,0(mi bill was missing. The treas- Attest:
1913, before me appeared Charles IlEDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
cember of 1912. As the 'iaw requires urer made
feld, to me personally known, who begood ue amou.it and was
that the retiring treasurer's record of later on reimbursed
ing by me duly sworn did say: That
by congress.
Certificate of Amendment of the Ar he is
the transfer of funds be verified by
president of The Las Vegas Maa
few years
Upon another occasion,
ticles of Incorporation of the Las
an actual count of the notes, coin
sonic Building Association, and that
ago, one of the colored men employed
Vegas Masonic Building
and securities in the treasury when- at
the seal affixed to said instrument
the count to carry coin bags from
Association
ever there is a change of treasurers,
is the corporate seal of said corpothe vault to the weighing counter
We, Charles Ilfeld and George H. Kin- - ration and that said instrument
the tremendous task of counting the and back, stole about 600 silver dolkel, president and secretary, respectiv was' signed and sealed in behalf of
hoard of approximately i(500,0()u,ooo
lars from the bags, substituting for
ely, of The Las Vegas Masonic Building said corporation by authority of Its
contained in the vaults of the nationthem, lead pieces of the same weight
Association, a corporation organized board of directors, and said Charles
al treasury was begun today. This as the silver
dollars. He was detected
and
is
existing under and by virtue of the
it
task
which,
estimated,
gigantic
however, arrested and punished. .The laws of the Territory, now State, of Ilfeld acknowledged said Instrument
would take one person about uOO detection of the man's
to be the free act and deed of said
dishonesty
years, will be completed by a small made it necessary to open every sin New Mexico, Do Hereby Certify a3 corpoartion.
follows:
army of trusted employes under the
Witness my hand and official seal
coin
in the vaults and to verFirst: That at a meeting, regularly the day and
direction and supsrvision of the com- gle their bag
year last above written.
contents by actual count
ify
and legally held, of the Directors of (Seal)
mittee which Secretary McAdoo has
T. M. ELWOOD,
The committee entrusted with the
appointed for that purpose, in from task of the count consists of the chief The Las Vegas Masonic Building AssoNotary Public.
on the 20th day of January,
two to four months.. The work is of
ciation,
Nov. 21, 1915.
commission
My
expires
the
the public moneys division,
A. D. 1913, at the office of the said
carried on during office hours only,
State of New Mexico,
chlcr of the loans and currency divibeginning at 8:30 in the morning and sion and personal representatives of corporation, in the City of Las Vegas, County of San Miguel, ss.
of San Miguel, State of New
closing at 4:30 in the afternoon.
On this 30th day of January, A. D.
the retiring and the incoming treas- County a
All of the paper money is counted
resolution was passed and 1913, before me personally appeared
Mexico,
over
urer.
were
turned
The
vaults
piece by piece, but the sold and sil- to the committee today and careful- adopted wherein and whereby the said Charles Ilfeld and George H, Kinkel,
their to me known to be thi
ver coin, usually stored in canvas
persons deThe contents board of directors, expressed
ly closed and sealed.
bass, is counted by weight, unless of the vaults will not be distuurbed opinion that it was necessary, expedi- scribed in and who executed fhe foresome error is detected which makes
ent and advisable that Article VI of going instrument, and acknowledged
during the count excepting for the the Articles of
it necessary to open every one of the purpose
Incorporation of the that thoy executed the same as their
of counting the funds. Only
Lags and to count its contents. A enough money to keep the wheels of said, The Las Veas Masonic Build- free act and deed.
test bag, the contents of which have the
Association should be amended as
Witness my hand and official seal
government revolving has been ing
been counted and found correct, is
set out, and by and in said the day and year last above written.
hereinafter
count
use
is
while the
for
apart
kept
pmced upon the scales and balanced in pragress. The vaults will be resolution the said board of directors (Seal)
T. M. ELWOOD
against Hip oiher bags for verifica scaled at the close of every workday directed that a special meeting of the
Notary Public.
tion. Each bag is checked and
of the said corporation My commission
stockholders
until
the
be
will
not
removed
expires Nov. 21, 3915.
and
before it is returned to the count is
New Mexico,
State
new treas-ure- r should be called for the purpose of
of
and
the
completed
vaults and great precautions are tak- the said matter for and County of San Miguel, ss.
ready to hand his receipt to the considering
to prAent theft. Armed guards
on
30th
the
day of January, A. D. 1913.
Charles Ilfeld and George H. Kinkel
predecessor in office. When Carmi
s
of the
ytand over the counters ant 'workmen
That the
Second:
being duly sworn each for himself
Thompson succeeded Leg McClung as
to protect them from interferences.
said, Las Vegas Masonic Building As- and not one for the other, on their
treasurer he receiveu more than
The handling of the heavy coin
He must account for ev- sociation provide that ten days notice oaths depose and say: That the are
bags in removing them from the ery cent of that amount, plus the mil- shal be given the stockholders of all president and secretary, respectively,
stacks, passing them from hand to lions he has since received, minus ex- special meetings for such purposes, of The Las Vegas Masonic. Building
hand to the weighing counters and
and that in pursuance of such provi- Association,
. a
corporation organ
back again to the vaults to be re penditures.
ten days no- ised and existing undef and ' by
sion of the said
stockholders of a virtue of the laws of the Terpacked is strenuous work requiring
0Y FOR FANS tice was given the
considerable physical strength. The
to be held on the said ritory, now State, of New Mexmeeting
special
1.
111.,
the
This
is
April
Chicago,
counting of the paper money and se
30th day of January, A. D. 1913 for ico; that the amendment of Article
(lay!
reso
while
not
strenuous,
curities,
said purpose.
the
VI of the Articles of Incorporation of
Let the bras bands blare and the
quires great skill and accuracy.
Third: That on the 30th day of the said Las Vegas Masonic Building
moljs roe;, for the great
In the course of time, there have
of Association, as set out in the above
and triple ri.icd. six months' cir- January, A. D. 1913, in pursuance
been many counts ot the funds in the
of such
cus of baseball is about to be turned the said resolution of the board of di and foregoing certificate
United States treasury, but nearly
rectors of the said. Las Vegas Ma amendment, was assented to, at a
loose ih tha land.
in every case the actual contents of
The crack of tbe bat and ball in sonic Building Association, and in
meeting of the stockholders of the
the vaults corresponded exactly with
of the notice regularly and said corporation, held on the 30th day
west this tfternoon ushers iu
tbe
far
the amounts listed In the books and
s
duly made as aforesaid, a special of January, A. D. 1913, by
the ivr. fi'uson ci professional has
nccount3 of the tressury. In 3SS5,
bail samcs and before the diamond:! meeting of the stockholders of the in interest of each class of the stockwhen the administration passed into
Asholders having voting powers repreare abandoned toward the end of Oc- said Las Vegas Masonic Building
the hands of the democratic party
of
the
office
at
the
was
held
sociation
sented at such meeting, and that the
2
'?0
tliei' will iitimber about
tober
and a democratic treasurer succeeded
s
said corporation In the City of Las said
in interest of each
contests.
scheduled
the former republican incumbent, a
of class of the stockholders voted in
race
is started as Vegas, county of San Miguel, state
The
first
pennant
deficit of 2 cents was found at the
favor of such amendment, and the
usual by the Pacific Coast league. The New Mexico.
count, but the missing coppers were
Fourth: That at the said meeting said
s
in interest of each
will
under
two
way
get
leagues
major
found behind one of the desks after
said
the
of
stockholders
the
of
said
class
the
of
stockholders of said coron Thursday of next week, on which
a few days. A few years ago it was
Las Vegas Masonio Building Associa- poration having voting powers, and
found at one of these counts that one day the American association, the
by a resolution duly made, sec- represented at such meeting were two- tion,
Southern league and the Texas
caried and adopted, Article VI thirds in interest of all of the stock
onded,
league also will play their first games.
of Incorporation of the holders of the said Las Vegas Masonic
Articles
the
of
In quick succession after the begin
The
Las
Vegas Masonio Build- Building Association.
said,
Inning of the big league races the
which now reads as
Association,
ing
CHAS. ILFELD,
South
Atlantic,
ternational, Western,
follows.
GEO. H. KINKEL,
Northwestern and Virginia leagues
who
of
"VI.
number
Directors
The
Subscribed
and sworn to before me
Central
will open, followed
by the
shall manage the concerns of this com this 30th day of January, A. D. 1913.
association
the
Eastern
and
league
months of Its (Seal)
T. M. ELWOOD,
on April 23. The Central association pany for the first three
existence shall be five and
Notary Public.
For Sixteen Years. Restored and the New England and New York corporate
ThoMy commission expires Nov. 21, 1915.
sched- their names are: Charles Tamme,
will
their
State
begin
leagues
Pink-ham's
To Health by Lydia E.
Thomas Walter
Endorsed: No. 7450. Cor. Rec'd.
ules on the last day of April. The mas Scott Elston,
Lawrence and Vol 6 Page 204. Amendment to Certi
Albert
Hayward,
first ten days In May will see pracVegetable
Charles Henry Sporleder."
ficate of Incorporation of The Las
tically all of the remaining minor or-- J
Compound.
Was amended so as to read as fol- Vegas Masonic Bulldinir Association.
on
their
started
championganizations
lows:
Filed in Office of State Corporation
ship races.
"VI. The number of directors who commission, Feb. 5, 1913; 9 a. m. EdtrouMoretown. Vermont.
"I was
bled with pains and irregularities for
thi com- win F. Coard, Clerk.
MEETING. shall manage the concerns of
Compared E.
sixteen years, and ST. LOUIS SUFFRAGE
three
the
months
of its D. C. to J. J. O.
first
for
pany
1.
St. Louis, Mo., April
Delegates
was thin, weak and
existence shall be fiv and
State of New Mexico,
nervous.
When I from 20 states have registered for the corporate
Tamme. Count yof San
Charles
would lie down it second annual meeting of the Miss- their names are:
Miguel, ss.
Thomas Scott Elston,' Thomas Walter
would seem as if I
I
that this Instru
hereby
certify
conference,
issippi Valley Suffrage
was going right
Albert Lawrence and ment was filed for record on the 13th
is to meet in this city tomor- Hayward,
which
down out of sight
Charles Henry Sporleder.
day of Feb. A. D. l!)13 at 11:15 o'clock
into some dark hole, row for a three days' session. Among
At the next annual meeting of the a. m., and was dtilv recorded In Book
and the window cur the noted leaders already here or who
tains had fnct'Q tb:!- are expected to arrive in time for the stockholders of this company twelve No. 1 of Art. of Inc. page 311 on this
out at opening session tomorrow morning directors shall be elected to manage 13th day of Feb. A. D. 1913.
j would peek
Vi.'
the concerns of the company, and that
) A
Witness my hand and seal of office.
VV I me, find when I was are Mrs. Catherine
Waugn McCu'l-loc- h
conout of doors it would
fSeal)
LOllENZO DELGADO,
of Chicago, Miss Kate Gordon of thereafter the number who shall
seem as if something was going to hapstitute the board of directors of this County Clerk and
Johnston
Miss
Recorder.
New
Mary
Orleans,
pen. My blood was poor, my circulacompany shall be twelve. That of the By WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
tion was so bad I would be like a dead of Virginia, Mrs. Caroline llartlett
Miss
Virginia twelve directors who are elected at
person at times. I had female weak- Crane of Michigan,
ADVERTISEMENT
ness badly, my abdomen was sore and I Brooks of Chicago, Mrs. Desha Breck- the next annual meeting, three shall
FOR BIDS.
t e elected to serve for a
of one
Sealed
had awful pains.
period
Harriet
Mrs.
proposes will be received
and
of
inridge
Kentucky
year, three to serve for a period of by the Board of Education of East
"I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- Taylor Upton of Ohio.
two years, three to serve for a period Las Vegas, N. M.,
ble Compound and used the Sanative
up to noon. of April
of three years, and three to serve for 34, 1913, for the labor and material
Wash and they certainly did wonders
"Ever see Mantell?"
for me. My troubles disappeared ami 1
a period of four years.
necessary in remodelling the base"Yes, once."
am able to work hard every day. "Mrs.
At each election following and sub- ments of the
what
"In
More-towDouglas avenue and
part?"
View
V. F. Sawyer, Kiver
Farm,
"Sherlock in 'The Merchant of sequent to the next annual meeting, high school buildings and the installVermont.
the number of directors elected shall ing of the plumbing for Inside toilets,
Venus,"
Another Caw.
be the cumber required to fill the according to plans and
npec!ficat!ons
CWoni, Iowa. " I was trouble with
vacancies occasioned by the expira- V B. W. Hurt, architect
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MAIN

f.

munication

first and
Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially inthird

try
ning

'

NO. .

ai

Monday eve
in
Caati

Hall.

vited. Wm. P. Mills.
H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

it.,

LODGE

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Mseta

VUltllJ

Knights ar
ally invited.

eord)
Caaa
Chaa

Liehachner,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cellor Command)
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Harry Martin Keeper of Record!
conclave sec. d Tuee-3- ? and Seal.
day In each month at Masonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second aa
Chaa. Tamme, ReKinkel, B.
fourth Thursday evening cm)
corder.
month at W O. W. Hall. Vlsttlmi
Reg-ijkul-

C;

CHAPTER

NO. 3. ROY
'

brothers cordially invited. Dr.
W.
Houf, Dictator;
J.' Thornbti;
,
Secretary. -

MA80NS Regilar con
vocation first' Monday In
each month at Masonic
LOCAL TIME
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
EAST BOUND
Blood. Secretary.
, Arrive
9:10 p. m.'.
.. .11:05 p. m...
8
2:05 a. m..
10
1:45 p. m..
2.

. .

tron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Mala

WANTED

Girl for general housework and to assist with cooking.
Mrs. Dan Stern, 1118 Eighth street.

329.

No.
No.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Meee every Monday
night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting m tubers are

For Rent

1.
3.
7.

.
.
.

9..

--

Depsn

9:15 p.
.11:05 p.
.
2:10 a.
. 2:10 p.

.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m.. . ..

r

a

i
i

1:45 p, m
6:15 a. d
4:30 p. is
7:00 p. a

ATTORNEYS

cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
V HUNKER
& HUNKER
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hun

FOR
eight-rooRENT Modern
house. Apply 918 Eighth street.

Attorneys-at-La-

FOR RENT

furnished flat. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA Las Vegas.
New Mexiet
511 Ninth street
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
lova at Woodmen of the World hall,
.DENTISTS
FOR RENT Fine saddle horses. Call
on the second and fourth Fridays
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H
Purple 5241.
Crockett Building.
Stewart Consul; G. Lacnmle, Clerk.
Main in
Visiting members are especially Office Telephone
House Telephone
Main
welcome and cordially invited.
Modern

For Sate

li

FOR SALE White Wyandotte day
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
old chicks, $10 to $12 por hundred, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Dentist
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every first
Mrs. M. E. Johnson,
Humboldt,
Dental
of any description
work
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Kan. R. R. 2.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
1
Center Block. Tel. Main 13
o'clock p. ni Visiting brothers are Room
FOR SALE All kinds of dairy uten
Las Vegas, N. M.
East
Invited.
Isaac
cordially
Appel,
sils, also good water boiler. Apply
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
.Ackerman dairy.
,
Found a Cure for Rheumatism
retary.
"I suffered with rheumatism for two
BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sinyears and could not get my right hand
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN to my mouth L.for that length of time,"
Mapleton,
Chapman,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and writes Lee
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Iowa. "I suffered terrible pain so I
In
O.
R.
fourth
C.
Hall, could not sleep or lie still at night.
Thursday
.
Osage City, Kan.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- Five years ago I began using Chambers are cordially invited. Richard berlain's Liniment and in two months
WHITE Wyandotte eggs $1.5Q for
I was well and have not suffered with
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Devtne,
15, $6.00 for 1000. Old stock scored
rheumatism since." For sale by all
from 90 t& 94. William Griggs,
dealers.
Wagon Mound, N. M.
I. O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO
1v
Cough Medicine for Children
Meets every Monday evening at
Too much care cannot be used in
their hall on Sixth street All visit
selecting a cough medicine for chillng brethren cordially invited to at dren. It should be pleasant to take,
LOST-G- old
signet ring with initials
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
Gus contain no harmful substance and be
M. E. R. Finder return to
Optic ofLehman, V. G. ; T. M. Elwood most effectual. Chamberlain's Cough
meets these requirements
fice and receive reward.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Remedy
and Is a favorite with the mothers of
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
'
For sale
young children everywhere.
LOST Sunday afternoon, largo Nav
by all dealers.
ajo blanket Return to Papen's B. P. O.
ELKS Meets second and
grocery and receive reward.
There Is no case on record of a
fourth Tuesday, evening of each
cough, ; cold or la grippe developing
month Elks home ok Ninth street Into bronchitis, pneumonia or conand Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- sumption after Foley's Honey und Tar
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Compound has been taken. The geners are cordially invited. P. D.
Is in a yellow package. Refuse
AMD
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- uine
substitutes. O. G. Sc.haefor and Red
SIGN PAINTING
don, Secretary.
Cross Drug Co.

Lost

,

HERMAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 Iba. or Mora,
to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000
SO Iba, to
200
Less than 60 lbs.

1,000 Iba.

PETER P. MACKEL
MOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing. Paper Hanging

.

and Gluing.
Eatlmatea Cheerfully Given.
Teat Side Plaxa
Old Town

Each Delivery
ba, Each Delivery
Iba, Each Delivery
lba.t Each Delivery
Each Delivery

1913.
A. SANCHEZ,

Assessor.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Deputy.

as a renult of kidney
troublo, stiff and aching Joints,
m he, and nor kidneys will nil yield to
Ihe uhi: of Foley CMwy I'llla. They
urn tonic In ifH!ot, ipiiclt In fcnlu,
ba-k-

aly.
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That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST o aomsoaa
the ads. in thla newspaper and would sever hear i
your property unless It were advertised here.

rd

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (as)
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobile, Q(e4
machinery
and furniture, articlna of usulnfc
of any sort, and
ijuhi
Itruiiieiits.

H-

f'OIII OIK! islliFI't

l'iH

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.
wno

H. D. YOUNG,

fui'iillvw

n li
iM""

20c per 100 lbs.
25o par 100 Ibt
30c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lb.
50c per 168 ibt

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity asa
Lasting Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

yt

MANUEL

I

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given to all taxpayers in Precinct No, 29 of the
county of San Miguel, that I will be
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, bfr
tween the hours of 8 a. it and 6 p.
m., until the 30th day of pril, 1913,
to receive returns if all taxable property. Those falling to do so within
the specified time will be assessed
by me according to section 4035 of
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen-laof 25 per cent will be Imposed
on those who fall to make returns.
East Las Vegas, N. M, March 15,

H
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DORADO
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com-

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
No.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple, No.
No.
Mra. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-

Wanted
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Regular
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LAS VEGA9
AL ARCH

SUFFERED
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ADVER--

cents per Una eacn insertion.
Ettlmata six ordinary words to Una.
No ad to occupy less spaco than two
line. All advartla mentt charged
will ba booked at apace actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.
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bis pionepr enterprise is largely due Mr. White pointed out that woman
the fact that so great a part of Afri- coming into prominence In ruimin-ca Is today colored red upon the map. schools'; that In three of the
states of the union state superintend-ent- s
are women; that In five of tlio
26 counties of New Mexico the school
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
superintendents are women and that
4 in the 31 counties in Montana 29
have women school superintendents.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 31. Gover
New Company.
nor William C. McDonald arrived this
Articles of incorporation were filed
afternoon from his ranch at Carri- - j today in the office of the state corzozo and has the healthy complexion poration commission by the
nnc
Willi I KAu.
IC TOUCHES.
of a rancher. "I feel pretty well," hej Investment company with offices at.
said. Asked if he had come here to Roswel'i and J. M. Hervey statutory-agent- .
A peculiar and pathetic interest at-- j vote at the school board election, the
The company Is incorporated
taches to the last records of lost ex- governor smfied. "I don't think I at $.",0,000 divided into 500 shares at:
The Incorporators are J. M.
plorers, dying alone and unaided can vote here," he replied.
$100,
amid icy wildernesses or in the
"Not even if the suffragettes ask Hervey of Roswell, 18 shares; Hex
you to?" was asked.
steaming depths of tropical jungles.
Wheatley of Artesia, 1 share.
The diary kept by the. gallant Cap"No," said the governor.
Back From the Pecos.
tain Scott teems with tragic touches,
With his old time vigor the goverChief Deputy Game Warden Pago
but it also has its beautiful and its nor plunged into his correspondence Otero has returned from the Peco
heroic side. No more splendid In- this afternoon. Callers who visited where he looked after the fish fry
stance of magnificent self sacrifice the executive mansion and asked in planted there some time ago. Mr.
has been recorded than the action of awed tones as to the condition of the Otero says that the lions aud boW
the disabled Captain Oates in seeking governor's health, were surprised at cats are plentifuul along the Pecos at
voluntary death in. the blizzard, so the reply. "The governor Is hard at this time of the year and the snow 13
as not to be a burden on his surviv- work at his office."
deep.
ing companions.
Many callers dropped in to see Mr.
The world Is richer in the posses- McDonald as soon as the news spread
COAST LEAGUE OPENS
sion of facts such as these, which Is that he had returned. Warden J. B.
San Francisco, April 1. The Paciwhy the last diaries of men dying in McManus, of the state penitentiary,
fic Coast Baseball league opens ita.
similar circumstances have always was one of the first. Another caller
fourteenth season today. According
been ardently sought and carefully was
Prince
to President T. Baum, of the league,
treasured.
"I havenSt brought any great news
the outlook is for a close pennant race
It was, for example, in order to try with me," said Governor McDonald to
as the playing strength of the teams
and recover the papers belonging to Inquirers.
"I am glad to be back
has been recruited to a degree which
the lost Arctic explorer, Mylius here, however, and to see such pleasbrings them close together. Tho
ErichBen, that Captain Mikkelsen re- ant weather."
games scheduled for today are: VeMr. White's Address.
cently spent two awful years among
.,
nice (formerly Vernonl, at. Los
the icy solitudes of northeast Green
The qualifications desired for memOakland at. Sacramento aud Portland. He failed in his quest, and he bers of the school board were disland at, San Francisco. The season
and his solitary companion came cussed by State Superintendent Alvan
will last. ISO weeks, closing October 28.
near to losing their own lives.
N. White of the department of public
De Long's Diary.
instruction in his address delivered
ANOTHER BLOW AT HATPINS.
These journals of poor Erichsen, at Estancia Saturday. Mr. White's
An
if they are ever found, will doubtless theme was "The Essentials of
Milwaukee, Wis., April 1. Milwautell a similarly stirring story to that Ideal School." He named these as kee's ordinance prohibiting women
left behind by Scott. Until then five: good school buildings; proper from wearing hatpins of such length,
there is only one record that o.lose'ry equipment including domestic science as to be a menace to other persons
parallels it, and that is the diary 'eft and manual training facilities; able went into effect today. The ordiby the American De Long, who, with teachers; regular attendance on the nance specifies that the hatpins must
other survivors from the Arctic ex- part of the school children and fifth, be of moderate length and provides a!
penalty of a $1 fine or three days irt
ploring ship Jeanette, perished amid the right kind of a school board
'
the patrons of the school. jail for violations of the law.
the frozen wastes of Northeastern Siberia in the winter of 1881.
De lying's diary, which was recovIT
1
T TT
ered, and has been published, might
almost be a duplicate, in parts, of
that kept by poor Scott.
11
Only in De Long's case the tragedy was even more appalling than in
Scott's, for his party consisted of
no fewer than 13 men, and these all
died from starvation and exposure.
The last entry reads as follows:
THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS COMEDIENNE
"110th day Boyd and Gortz died
during the night; Mr. Collins dying."
1
The gallant De Long was then left
with but one companion, Dr. Ambler,
the medical officer to the expedition,
J
for the deaths of the other men had
JV-been previously recorded, and doubtJ
two
died
of
the
last
survivors
less the
SANS-GENE- "
that day or the next. At all erents,
the journal ended abruptly at this
point.
The Fate of the Erebus and Terror.
La-iighteof
By far the most dreadful tragedy
A
of Arctic exploration was the loss of
in&.ry
the Franklin expedition, when the
m
whole of the officers and men of the
two exploring ships, Erebus and Terror, 139 in ail, perished. Curiously
enough, though many relics of the
commander, Sir John Frankiln,
were recovered by search parties and
?
are now preserved in the museum at.
,
tached to the Greenwich
hospital,
none of his diaries or personal papers were ever found.
One single written record of the
lost expedition remains to us. It is
in the form of a sheet torn from a
small pocket diary and these are the
words it contains: "April 25, 1848
Terror and Erebus were abandoned.
Sir John Franklin died 011 June 11,
1847, and the total loss by deaths up
to this date, nine officers and 15
men."
This precious scrap of paper was
discovered in a cairn on King, WilSCENE FROM "MME.
"
liams' Island in tne year 1S3S. There
handwritwas no signature,, but the
d
ing was afterwards identified as that
in the
of Captain Fitzjames, one of Sir
in
John's officers.
Documents.
Livingstone's Valuable
In the tragic history of exploration
s
This is a
comedy drama based on history during tlie French
no briefer record than this exists of
Revolution
and
shows
the rise of Napoleon. It Is a companion play to
a disaster so appalling u its magniSarah
in
"Camille"
Bernhardt
produced in the famous Bernhardt theater,
tude; although Burkg and Wills, who
and Is notable for the wonderful acting, elegant stage set-- t
Paris,
recently
behind
left
first crossed Australia,
'ings and costumes, artistic and delicate tinting of the films, fine phothem only a few tattered leaves from
ami bright, clear steady pictures.
tography
to
tell the story
an old pocket book
The government of France yielded valuable documents to be
d
of how they and their companions
that this play might be historically correct. A play appealing
had lain down in the desert to die.
to all classes and especially the cultured audience. A play
rivaling the
Of all the many valuable and interliving
stage which cost $30,000 to produce.
lost
left
behind
documents
by
esting
explorers, however, none can vie in
importance with the last journals of
David Livingstone, who died, worn
r4
v
r
is
i I
r i
w - r
j
,
out by hunger and privation, ft Iiala,
'
I
I
i
I
I
t I I
I
;
i
in Central
1, 1873.
Africa,
May
'
I
I '
These were brought down to the
i
:
.
I
'
!
:
coast, together with his body, by his
;
,
faithful blade "boys," ami were pub'
I.
i

uur nonor aia 1 ior iaiu,- - oun t,ii
declared.
OF
"Yes!" Glass laughed, ' mirthlessly.
Here Berkeley Fresno spoke. "Of
course not. And you mustn't think
"They think you're going to win."
"Well, how do you know I can't that Speed is trying to get out of the
win?- You never saw this cook run." race. He wants to run! And if
WHO
any'
"I don't have to; I've seen" you."
thing happened to prevent his running
"Just the same, I'm In pretty good he'd be broken-hearteI know he
shape. Maybe I could run if I really would!"
tried."
Willie's hypnotic eye left the train"Send yourself along, kid. It won't er's abdomen and traveled slowly to
harm you none." The speaker fanned Speed.
"What could happen?" questioned DIARIES OF FAMOUS EXPLORERS
himself, and took a seat in the
'
he.
r

itsr-r-

-

morning.-

'

rfrencry tm

LAST RECORDS

IEN

-

&BOMHICEJE

a

WERE

LOST

cosey-corne-

.

Here they come, bearing
gifts." Speed rose in pleased expecBT
H.AY
SUGGESTED B7 THE
tancy. "I wonder what It can be?"
BSDLAHMSDKfflS
The three who had just left
the room, carrying a trayload of
thick railroad crockery.
"We've brought your breakfast to
you," explained Stover. "We'd like you
to eat alone till after the race." Still
TOKFPR y ERQTHEg3
COPTRIdHt 1910
Bill began to whittle what appeared to
blood-rarpiece of flesh, while
Ine uianKeXS, naitea at Bigs' be a
uirougli
8YN0PSI8.
Willie awkwardly arranged the dishes.
Of the onlookers.
"You want me to eat as well as sleep
"How Is he?" demanded Stover.
'r!HAPTER I Cowboys of th
Flylnf
here?"
nurt ranch are heartbroken over, th
I'm
"He
he's
the
to
minute.
trained
.
d
of their
' "Exactly."
phonograph by
defeat of their champion in a foot-c- e doin' my share gents."
with the cook of the Centipede
I'm sorry,
"Oh, I can't do that!
"Sounds that way," acknowledged
nch. A house party is on at the Flying
uart J. Wallinfrford Speed, cheer lead-a- t Stover's companion. "Say, does it look but"
"Don't make us Insist." Willie looked
like we'd win?"
Yal, and Culver Covington,
champion runner, are expect- "Well, he just breezed a mile in up from his tray, and Glass raised 8
moist hand and said:
forty, with his mouth open."
HAPTER II Helen Blake, Speed'i
' 'A mile?" Fresno
"Don't make 'em Insist."
sls--- r
queried.
to
Jean Chapln,
eetheart, suggests
With fascinated stare Speed drew
"A mile?" Fresno queried.
of the owner of the ranch, that she
luce Covington, her lover, to win back
"Yes, a regular mile seven thou nearer to Stover and examined the
that if
phonograph. Helen declares
meat bone.
Sh
will.
sand five hundred and thirty feet."
run.
won't
Speed
vlngton
- '!s
Stover, the foreman, that the phono"Why why, that's raw!" he ex"Is
Willie.
good?"
'forty'
queried
be
won back
graph will
"Good? Why, Salvator never worked claimed.
"Does look rar'," agreed the foreCHAPTER III Stover s announcement no faster. Here he is now look for
causes
at they have a new
man.
eat Joy among the cowboys. Speed and yourselves."
bis valet. Larry Glass, trainer at Tale,
"Then take it out and build a fire
Speed appeared, partly clad, and
rrlve.
under it. I'll consent to eat here, but I
glowing with a rich salmon pink.
CHAPTER IV Helen Blake asks 8peed,
"Good morning," said Fresno po- won't turn cannibal, even to please
who has posed to her as an athlete, to
"I came in to see how you you."
race against the Centipede man. The litely.
"I'm sorry." Stovr did not intereowbovs Join In the appeal to Wally. and liked the cold water."
fearing that Helen will find him out, ha
"So that was one of your California rupt his carving.
consents. He Insists, however, that he
"Your diet ain't been right," exas an unknown, figuring jokes, eh? Well,
hull
I'll"
that Covington will arrive in time to take
Willie. "You ain't wild enough
plained
'dimoved
Speed
ominously in the
tils Dlac
rection of the tenor, but Willie checked to suit us."
"Is this a joke?"
: HAPTER V Speed begins training un- - him.
...
r Glass' direction.
"We ain't never joked with you yit,
"We put the ice in that bar'L Mr.
have we?"
CHAPTER VT-ladles fix up train- Speed."
"No. But"
ing quarters for Speed.
"You!"
"This breakfast goes as she lays!"
CHAPTER VTT Fresno, glee club sin-- :
Willie and Stover nodded. '
r from Stanford university and In love
Glass broke abruptly into smothered
"Then let me tell you I expect to
fh Helen, tries to discredit Speed witlt
ladies and the cowboys.
have pneumonia from that bath." The merriment. "When I laugh nowadays
young man coughed hollowly. "That s it's a funny joke." he giggled.
WAITER VIII Speed ,na Glass1to put
That grown men could be so stupid
be the way I caught It Once before, and it
the time they are supposed
was unbelievable, and Wally, seeing
spot.
lining playing cards toin a secluded
Speed how much
le cowboys explain
himself the object of a senseless
race means to them, that they have
prank, was roused to anger.
ngered all their possessions and their
v for a month In advance. Speed
"Lawrence, get my coat," said he.
them he will do his best.
"I've been bullied enough; I'm going
CHAPTER IX The cowboys tell Glass
up to the house." When Stover only
Is up to him to see that Speed wins
continued whittling methodically, he
e race. Willie, the gunman, declares
ie trainer will go back east packed In
burst out: "Stop honing that
If Speed falls.
If you like it you can eat it!
CHAPTER X A telegram comes from
I'm going now to swallow a stack ol
Omaha
at
in
he
is
jail
""ovlngton saying
hot cakes with maple syrup!"
or ten days. Glass In a panic forces
.ioeed to begin training In earnest
"Mr. Speed," Willie impaled
him
with a steady glare, "you'll eat what
CHAPTER XI Speed declares to Larry
we tell you to, and nothin' else! If
that the best way out Is for him (Speed)
io Injure himself. Glass objects strenuwe say 'grass,' grass it'll be. You're
ously, saying that his own life will be
goin' to beat one Skinner if it takes
(oTfeit if anything happens to his prina human life. And if that life hapcipal.
pens to be yours, you got nobody but
forces Speed out
CHAPTER XII-Gl-ass
t sunrise to practice running. At the
yourself to blame."
instigation of Fresno the cowboys put Ice
"Indeed!"
In Speed's shower bath.
"You heard me! I've been set tc
ride nerd on you daytimes, the other
boys '11 guard you nights. We been
(Continued from Yesterday)
double-crosseonce it won't happen
"Stand Still or I'll Wallop You!"
i
CHAPTER XIII. '
again."
"You intend to make me eat this
wouldn't surprise me a bit if I'd be too
O you know, Larry, I'm be- sick to run by Saturday."
disgusting stuff, whether I want to or
"Oh, no; you don't get pneumony not?" Even yet the youth could not
ginning to like these warm
convince himself that this was other
showers; they rest me." As but once.".
he spoke, Wally took his
"And, besides," Fresno added, "it than a joke;
"No." Willie shook his head. "We
place beneath the barrel aud wouldn't have time to show up by
just aim to make you want to eat it."
pulled the cord that con Saturday."
Then Larry Glass made his fatal
"Get that
out of my room,
nected with the nozzle. The
mistake.
next instant he uttered a that's all; it makes the air damp."
"No indeed!" said Still Bill. "We're
"Say, why don't you let Mr. Speed
piercing shriek and leaped
from beneath the apparatus, upsetting goln' to see that you use it reg'lar." buy you a new phonograph, and call
Glass, who rose In time to fling his Then of Glass he inquired: "What do the race off?" he inquired.
you do to him next?"
charge back into the deluge.
' "I
"Let me out!" yelled the sthlo'.
give ihlm a nerve treatment. A
jumped at him this morning and he bolted to the outside fence."
vid made another dash, at which his Larry forced his employer to a seat,
guardian bellowed:
then, securing a firm hold of the flesh,
"Stand still or I'll wallop you! began to discourse learnedly upon
What's got into you, anyhow?"
anatomy and hygiene, the while his
The heads of Stover and Willie, victim writhed. It was evident that
thrust through the door, nodded with the cattlemen were intensely interested. "Well, sir, when I first got him.
gratification.
"It's got him livened up consider- his sploven was in terrible shape;"
able," quoth the former. "Listen' to said Larry. "In fact, I never saw
that!"
such a "
It seemed that a battle must be In
"What was in terrible shape?", venprogress .behind the screen, for, min- tured the tenor.
"His sploven."
gled with the gasping screams of the
athlete and the hoarse commands of
Is t.lmt a locality or a
"Sploven!
the trainer, came sounds of physical beverage?"
contact.
The barrel rocked upon its
Glass glowered at the cause of the
of
scaffold, the curtains swayed and interruption "It's a
flapped violently.
course!" Then to the others, he ran
"Stand still!"
"The treatment was simon, glibly:
as Ice!"
"It's it's as
ple, but it took time. You see, I had
"Nix! You're overheated, that's all." to first trace his bedildo to its source,
"Ow-w-!
I'm dying!"
like this." He thrust a finger into
"It'll do you good."
Wally's back and plowed a furrow up".Heart's Pounding Like a Calf's at
"He's certainly trainin him some," ward. "You Fii
He dhurpiI, triBrandin'."
eald Stover.
bedildo!
umphantly. "A
"Larry, I'we got a cramp:!"
Stover, strlclten dumb, paused, knife
"It did harden him," acknowledged It ain't well yet"
"Can a man run fast with one of In hand; Wfllie stared as if bereft of
Willie.
motion. Then the former spoke Blow-lWillie.
"What's wrong with you, anyhow T them?" inquired
"Looks like we'd ought to smoke
provided, of
"Certainly,
demanded Glass.
of spelldif-fe- r up this fat party. Will."
that
the
course,
percentage
"It's not me, it's the
Willie nodded, and Glass realized
in the blood offsets it."
'
Evidently Speed made a frantic
Both cowboys came eloaer now, and that the little man's steel-blueyes
lunge here and eucaped, for the flow
were riveted balefully upon him.
hung eagerly up'on evpry word.
Of water ceased.
"I've had a hunch it would come to
"And does it do that?" they queswhile Fresno suggested that it that," the
one replied.
tioned,
I'm cold!"
T see
was not easy to tell without bleeding "Every time I look at him
a
"Cold, eh? Get onto that robbing-board- ; the
bleedin'
hole in his abominable
bullet
patient.
I'll warm you."
"No, no! You can hear the
region, about here." He laid a finger
An instant later the cowmen heard
Glass motioned to Willie; upon his stomach, and Glass felt a
the sounds of a violent slapping min"Put your ear to his chest. Hear darting pain at precisely the same
gled with groans.
nr.vihlns?"
spot.
"Go easy, I say!
I'll be black and
"That's where you hit the gambler
blue all look out! not so much In
"wans poundin' like a cuia -- at Ogdeu," he heard Stover say it
one spot! Ow!"
brandin'."
might have been from a great distance
"Turn over!"
it!"
"Which
averted
"but I aim for the bridge of the
"He's spanldn' him," eald Stover ad- the Irulii.'i.piovt--"I'.iirrin' proudly
accidents, Mr. 110HC."
miringly.
will bo in the pink of condition
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"You don't aim to leave?"

"Certainly not"
"Oh, you fellows take It too seriously," Fresno offered carelessly. "He
might have to."
Willie's tipper lip drew back, showing his yellow teeth.
"They don't sell no railroad tickets
before Saturday, and the walkln' is
bad. There's your breakfast, Mr.
Speed. When you've et your fill, you
better rest And don't talk to them
ladies, neither; it spoils your train of
thought!"
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
No matter how long you suffered,
or what other remedies have failed to
cure, Foley Kidney Pills will surely
help you. They are genuinely tonic,
strengthening and curative, build up

the kidneys and restore their regular
action.
John Velbert, Foster, Calif.,
says: "I suffered many years with
kidney trouble and could never get relief until I tr'ed Foley Kidney Pills
which effect eo a complete cure." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Heed the Cough that Hangs On
The seedy of consumption may be
the cause, and a cough that hanss
on weakens the system. Foley's Hothe
ney and Tar Compound checks
cough, heals the inflamed membranes
the lungs. E. D.
and strengthens

Rountree, Stiilmore, Ga., says:
left me a deep seated, hacking,
painful cough which Foley's Honey
und Tar completely cured."
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
"La-gripp- e

LOOK TO YOUR PLUMBING
You know what happens in a house
in which the plumbing is in poor condition everybody in the house is
liable to contract typhoid
or some
other fever. The digestive organs perform the same functions in the human
body as the plumbing does for the
house, and they should be kept in first
class conditicyt all the time. If you
have any trouble with your digestion
take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
are certain to get quick relief. For sale
by all dealers.
EPISCOPAL

CHURCH CONGRESS
Charleston, S. C, April 1. The annual meeting of the Church congress
was opened in this city today with an
attendance of rtiany of the leading
bishops, rectors and laymen' of the
Protestant Episcopal church throughout the country. The congress will
be in session four days. It has no
legislative functions, but is held principally to provide a forum where subjects of interest to the church may
be discussed.
The subjects selected
for discussion at the present meeting
include "The Sacramental Idea," "The
Relation of Social Service to Chris-

tianity," "Heredity and Environment
a
Affecting the Sense of Personal
Responsibility," "The Moral Aspect of
Pragmatism," and "Christian Missions
as Affecting International Peace."
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LOCAL NEWS

An Unusually Fine Lot of

FRESH VEGETABLES
California Head Lettuce
California Parsley

Fancy Home Grown Celery
California Cauliflower

TEXAS SPINACH
Texas Bunch Beets
Texas Bunch Radishes
Texas Soup Bunch (Very large)

Texas Bunch Turnips
Texas Bunch Carrots
Fancy Yellow Onions

Fancy Home Grown Solid Cabbage

We still have some Extra Fine Potatoes

STEARNS
R GROCER"-.

W A QON

.

V

VM

& Co.

Gross, Kelly

V

Sole Agents

GOAL AUD :W:0.
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

I

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Phonm M2
B
n. tv. g

on

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED

CR. E

ASK YOUR. CR.OCER.

IT

S A T I S

F

A M

t

l.ES

CRYSTAL. CREAMERY Co
r.. V
Al

The

Hoip.2

ol the Best of Everylliing Eatable

delicatessen and cooking depart-

ment to our store which will be kept
in the most sanitary condition. We
have an expert market and delicatessen man in charge, and at any
time when you need anything in

that line call

Phone

jVkvtn 18

523 Sixth St.

Earl Norton, who was seriously In
jured in an automobile accident in
Los Angeles some time ago, is again
able to be at his work and Is Buffering practically no 111 effects from his
accident.

The Las Vegas local of the In'er-- l
attonal Typographical un on ill's
rr.on.fng paid to J. P. Mare? $73. the
death benefit of his son, Feliciana Ma
res, a member of the union, who died
Fcvoal Reeks ago. The !eue?'t is
paid from the funds of the national
organization of the union, but Is handled through the local.
For Sale My entire household furniture, china and glass ware and
kitchen utensils, at very low figures.
All good, practically new and in first
Must be sold by
class condition.
April 3rd. Call and see Gilbert E.
Rosenwald at the office of E. Rosen- wald and Son, Plaza.

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending March 29, 1913:
Miss Ida Christman, George F. Dal-toMrs. F. S. Hinds, Macario Martinez, Paul Nunn, Mrs. Herbert Powers, J. Sanford, Herbert Seamans, J.
W, Van Dyke, R. G.
A.; Talibutt,

Phone Main 35

Garden Tools

Phone Main 379

The following civil service examinations will be held In this city on the
dates mentioned: April 23 field matron (female), Indian service, salary
$600 to $S40;
preparator of fossils
(male) Balary $900 per year; examiner of surveys (male) salary $1,200 to
$1,500; postal clerk (male) Isthmian
canal service, salary $100 to $125 per
Law clerk, stenomonth. April
grapher and typewriter (male) salary
$1,000 to $1,200.
April 2S Assistant
chemist (male) salary $1,S00 to $2,220.
April 29 Dairyman (market milk investigations) male, salary $1,800 per
annuam; dairyman (dairy farming)
male, salary $1,800 per annum; dairyman (butter making) male, salary
per year. All other information
the may be obtained from J. R. Lowe at th
23-2- 4

Ilfeld

Ludwig Vim.

Goods Sent on Approval

$1,-80- 0

The Ladies' Altar society of

WEST SIDE WOMEN
CAST FIRST VOTE

dance aud card party given
in the Commercial club rooms last
night by the Woman's club was a
success in every way. The event was
well attended by Las Vegas society
and everybody thoroughly enjoyed
the evening. Card playing was the
feature of the evening until 10:30
o'clock, after wnich dancing revived
the card players.
the spirits-oThe music was excellent and it was
late in the evening when the dancers
departed for their homes. The funds
taken In last night will push the
completion of the walk to the ceme
tery. This walk has long been needed' but never could
be built on ac
count of the lack of funds. The Wo
man's club has worked hard to obtain
the necessary money to complete the
walk and much credit Is due !t for
the time and money irs membets
)isve spent ior .'.ic- "Muse
The
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& SON
J. C. JOfiNSEN
Dougls
Jefferson Raynolds, President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant CaBhier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Capital,

court house and nominated the following ticket for the election today:
Juan D. Kavanaugh, ' four year
term; Fidel Ortiz, four year term;
Chester A. Hunker, two year term;
Benigno Romero, two year term;
Maes, four year term.
The meeting was a most harmoni
ous one. It was called to order by
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado. The following officers were elected to preside:
Roman Gallegos, chairman; Pablo TJli- barri and Trinidad Sena, vice prsi-- t
dents; Luis Armljo and Guillermo
Garcia, 'secretaries.
.

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

BELIEVE

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABE-

the BEST
and most Sanitary
If you want

I
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Bakery Goods
in Greater Las Vegas
send your order to
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"HUHTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS

NOT

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

J. H. STEARNS

an Offer

On a two story stone house 6 rooms and bath in good condition, 2 lots, good location, close in.
'

ALSO

V

On two frame houses on two lots on good residence street

a

close in.
Set your own value and we will
sider .youxvpffer,

con-

The Investment & Agency Corporation
,

V

Geo. A. Fleming, Mgr.

Boucher's
We carry the finest

assortment

Si

ever sold over

the

counter

"
'

In

Ji

II

If it way be termed a science

of the

Bakers Art

"''
"

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

Main 40

;
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$35, 000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

We Want

wi-ft-

l.i.ll

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$100,000

At

WOOL MARKET STAGNANT.
Boston, April l. The market for
Bins are
domestic wool is stagnant.
well cleared ot old stock ana xrtding
for the new dip Is inactive. Values
favor llio bii;. r.
The new :mdium territory is
to bring 15 'to 17 cents i tho
i
i,id Ohio quarter h'ufni
!
sold for ViVi cents mid fii
i ts jJt-nf
lory vtmij tiuvd bei-- i
1

M

In striking contrast to the actions
of the women of East Las Vegas, the
West side women today voted In the
school hoard election in considerable
numbers. At 10 o'clock this morning
15 women had cast votes in one precinct of the town of Las Vegas. . At
the same hour but three votes, of
both men and women, had been cast
in the East Las Vegas
precinct.
There was but one ticket in the field
in the town of Las Vegas, just as iu
the East side, but the voters appar-

j
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,
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LARGE NUMBERS OF RESIDENTS
OF TOWN OF LAS VEGAS
VISIT THE POLES

TAFT GETS WELCOME.
New Haven, Conn., April 1. Three
thousand Yale students headed by a
to former
liand roared a welcome
President Tat't when te arrived here
this afternoon rim New York to
take up his i!uti.:s as Kent professor
of law at the university. As Mr. Taft
stepped from the train he was presented wtih a huge bouquet of violets
by the marshal of me parade. The,
.former president smiled broadly and
doffed his hat to the continuous
cheering of the crowd. The proces-th- e
headed for the college buildings
and Mr. Taft received, a continuous
ovation all the way.

A ccrii

NEW MATTRESS

A

Dont fail to call and inspect the celebrated Monobat, there is none
better ani they are sold for less- money. You can get them only of

FUNCTION IN COMMERCIAL CLUB
ently took a greater interest.
ROOMS ATTRACTS SOCIETY
The republicans of the West side
DEVOTEES.
held a convention last night' in the

Big crowds witnessed the production 'of "Camille" by Sarah Bernhardt
through the medium of motion picture films at the Browne theater last
ni';ht. The performance was all that
It showed
had been claimed for it.
Sarah to be a wonderful actress. It
was correctly and beautifully arrang- Prt
The show nroved one thing, how
ever; that the divine Sarah is a great
deal' more appealing in the '"Jegit"
than in moving pictures.' Several of
good actresses who make a
fnr thn mnvipa
.,,,,(,- could have played "Camille" for the
camera man just as well as did Bernhardt, in the humble opinion of The
Optic's moving picture critic. This
doubtless is due to the fart that Bern- l.ardfs voice is something the camera operator cannot reproduce. He did
succeed in reproducing her wonderful facial expression, but at the same
tiinit lie reproduced her corpulent figure; to li frank, It Is not beautlyul. On
ilm tstiiKO Surah can beat them all,
but in the iiiovh'g tbure arc olhi rv.
!'
As una
tln liinis
lii'lj chits und j'

in. Ml'

IF YOU ARE IN NEED CF

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Church of the Immaculate Conception lcfcal postoffice.
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2 30
o'clock at the residence of Rev. Father Adrian Rabeyrolle. The attend
ance of the entire society is request
ed.

resident of Las Vegas.

.)!

SCHEDULED

EXAMINATIONS

Spa.des
Spading Forks
Rakes Etc.

Ta-foy-

i

S

When calling for the above letters
please ask for advertised letters.
F. O, BLOOD, Postmaster.

A short session of the probate court
was held this morning at the court
house by Probate Judge Adelaido
l"pon petition of the administrators of the estate of Julian Sandoval,
Mrs. Celsa Sandoval and Andres
the court appointed Trinidad!
Sena of Las Vegas and Francisco Rivera y Baca of Pueblo as appraisers.
A petition from Mrs. Pearl Rhodes
asking the court to admit to probata
tbe will of Mrs. Josephine Rawlins
Mrs. Rhodes is execuwas received.
Mrs. Rawlins died
estate.
trix of the
several weeks ago. She was a pioneer

!

basketball practice

Webb.

Mrs. Manulieta Blea de Lucero, aged
21, was yesterday committed to the
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane
af.-ea hearing before the court. The
woman is said to be suffering fron
the delusion that devils are following her and attempting to do her
harm. Judge David J. Leahy yesterday committed E. T. Gillette, recently
of Albuquerque, to the insane hospital. Gillette is a barber by trade,
t
though it is said his mental derange-irenla not due to safety razors.

wi.-i-

A.

working all the time
and all the latest magazines on file.

There will be a meeting tonight of
Congregation Montefiore In the temple for the purpose of deciding
whether there wil'i be a congregational supper in connection with the
celebration of the Passover. The
meeting also will be fcr the purpose
A baby
daughter was born this of practicing congregational singing.
morning at 9:30 o'clock to Mr. and Rev. Dr. Landau requests every memMrs. Chris Goke. The 'little one Is a ber of the congregation to be
granddaughter of A. A. Sena, who,
though not yet quite '0 years old, is
feeling proud to think he lived to be
a grandfather. The stork called on WOMAN'S CLUB PARTY
the Gokes at the home of Mr. Sena
In this city. The Gokes reside on a
WAS WELL ATTENDED
ranch southeast of Las Vegas.

I

M. C.

o'clock.
Pool tables

Parisian Dry
Cleaners

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the .ujbby, of course.
Adv.

Y. M. C. A.

and BLOCKED

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The board ot county commissioners
will meet Monday of next week in
regular April session.
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We Are Adding
A

CLEANED

7:06

Fred Corbett, the dairyman, has taken a five years' lease on the Fliut
ranch, east of the Santa Fe round
house. The ranch formerly was used
by the Ackerman dairy. Mrs. Flint,
owner of the ranch, reserved the right
to the use of the house located on
the tract.

THE OLD RELIABLE
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postoffice.
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i'S OATS

Postmaster F. O. Blood has received
a supply of blanks for use in submitting bids for the site for the federal building. Any person deBiring
them can get them by calling at the

At $1.50 Per Hundred
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
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